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FROM THE EDITOR

Somehow, It M akes Everything R ight
Christine Brooks Cote
Images by the author

Above all, though, I make images because it makes everything feel right.

from series: Verdant

In my years of photography I have learned that many things can be sensed, seen, shaped or resolved
in a realm of quiet, well in advance of, or between, the actual clicking of shutters and the sloshing
of films and papers in chemical solutions. I work to attain “a state of heart”, a gentle space offering
inspirational substance that could purify one’s vision. Photography, like music, must be born in the
unmanifest world of spirit.
~ Paul Caponigro
4 | Still Point Arts Quarterly

S

everal years ago I was taking part in a

Caponigro was a student of Minor White, who

photography workshop at Maine Media

taught and mentored many of the spiritually-

in Rockport, Maine. One day while on

and socially-focused photographers of the

our afternoon break one of the participants saw

middle to late twentieth century. For a long

the photographer Paul Caponigro walking down

time I’ve been wanting to publish a piece about

the street and suggested to our instructor that

White, and I’m very pleased that Roy Money’s

we invite him in to talk to the group, and indeed

feature article, “Minor White and the Quest for

he did. I remember being quite taken with

Spirit,” appears in this issue.

Caponigro’s views of the process of photography.
Something other than himself is working when

Photography

has

inspired

its

leading

he takes pictures, he explained. Having felt a

practitioners with a need to explain, again

spiritual force operating in his life from the time

and again, what they are doing and why it is

he was quite young, Caponigro learned the

valuable. ~ Susan Sontag, On Photography

importance of listening and waiting . . . waiting
for the image to present itself to him.

After reading Money’s piece, you will indeed

A few years later, in 2011, I was again at Maine

see that Minor White and several other well-

Media, and this time our instructor arranged for us

known photographers of the last century

to visit with Caponigro at his house, see his studio,

thought it important to philosophize about their

and have him accompany us while we viewed

work, its basis, its meaning, its purpose. I do not

an exhibition of his work at the Farnsworth Art

think this tendency toward explication is unique

Museum in Rockland, Maine. What a wonderful

to photographers; certainly many painters,

opportunity it was to hear him again talk about

dancers, and designers have written essays or

photography and to have him tell us the stories

treatises about their work. But photography

of some of his most stunning images while we

is a bit unique in that it is a relatively recent

viewed them in the museum gallery.

invention. For most of its history, photography
has been treated like the underling, some artists

[In the last century,] the older generation

refusing to even refer to photography as an art

of photographers described photography

form. So, perhaps photographers have reason

as a heroic effort of attention and ascetic

to orate a bit more than other types of artists.

discipline; a mystic receptivity to the world
which requires that the photographer pass

Now, I do not pretend to be a “leading”

through a cloud of unknowing.

practitioner of photography, nor am I sure that

Sontag

~ Susan

what I do is valuable (except to me), but I do feel

Christine Brooks Cote founded Shanti Arts in 2011 to celebrate art, nature, and spirit. Cote edits
and publishes Still Point Arts Quarterly, sponsors art competitions and exhibitions online at Still Point Art
Gallery (stillpointartgallery.com), and publishes a wide array of beautiful and intriguing books for adults and
children. Cote was born in Wisconsin and raised in southern California, but now calls Maine her home. She
enjoys the natural environment of Maine with her camera, her husband and friends, and two Irish setters.
• christinecotephoto.com
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from series: Above

inspired to try to explain what I’m doing when I

I starting taking pictures and making images

take pictures and why I’m doing it. If we seek to

about ten years ago. I soon found that I love the

live our lives deliberately, with intentionality and

process of photography. Time seems irrelevant

attentiveness, we must routinely ask ourselves

when I am out with my camera. The chatter in

certain questions about our activities and

my mind slows down and then stops. I am solely

behaviors: what am I doing? why am I doing

focused on what I see around me. That kind of

it? what is its value? As artists, working out

vision is exciting and motivating. I enjoy waiting

the answers to these questions gives added

to find out where my eye will land, what will catch

meaning to our work and pushes our practice

my attention, what will be captured by my camera.

to another level. Doing something deliberately

My images have changed quite a lot over

can be deeply rewarding and satisfying, and

the years. At first my intention was basically

it does not denigrate or eliminate the very

to create a replica of something, perhaps a

important spontaneous and intuitive aspects of

flower or an object. I wanted my images to be

making art. Caponigro, for example, was very

in focus, object in the center, colors true to

deliberate about his practice of listening and

nature. A photography teacher once looked at a

waiting for the image to reveal itself. I find that

photograph I took of a white clematis flower and

understanding why I do something strengthens

said to me: “Do you know what’s wrong with this

my commitment to it and prods me to work to

picture?” “It’s out of focus,” I replied. With just a

produce the kind of work that is truly of me.

hint of disgust in his voice he said, “No, no, what

6 | Still Point Arts Quarterly

Somehow, It Makes Everything Right

from series: The Pond

are you doing? Taking pictures for a botany

So, this is where I am right now:

textbook? I don’t think so. Always remember

I take pictures of things I like, and that list is

. . . focus is way overrated.” I don’t remember

endless. If I see a mound of grass and it appeals

what in fact was wrong with my photograph, but

to me, I’ll take a picture of it. If I like the heavy

I’ll never forget this brief exchange about focus,

mist hanging over the lake in the early morning,

and it made me think very seriously about what

I’ll take a picture of it. If I come across an old,

I was doing. Indeed I was not taking pictures for

abandoned house that interests me, I’ll take a

a botany textbook, nor did I want to.

picture of it.

Over the years, I have gradually moved from

Above all, I make images to make sense of

the concept of taking pictures to one of making

the world . . . to make sense of life and death,

images. Most of my images now are far from

pain and suffering, joy and ecstasy. It’s not

being replicas of what I see in the real world.

something I seek. I learned that it just happens.

To me, images are forms of expression. They

Somewhere during the act of creation, my

are meant to express a feeling, an emotion, a

thoughts stop, my mind becomes still, I feel

sentiment . . . even a belief, an idea, or an

the fullness of the moment, and a sense of

ideology. Every image I make expresses

surrender takes over. Within this surrender,

something about me . . . my history, beliefs,

there is clarity and, somehow, things make

attitudes, and certainly some things that I can’t

sense. That’s why I make images. It just makes

explain or categorize.

everything right.
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Stil Point

Current Exhibition

Simplicity

Art Gallery

Still Point Art Gallery’s current exhibition

— Simplicity — is viewable in our online gallery and
will remain a featured exhibition through January
31, 2016. In this issue we feature images from this
exhibition, but there are many more to see online.
Honored artists for this exhibition are:

A ndrew Ilachinski, Best in Show—Portfolio.
Ilachinski is a photographer from Sea Cliff, New York.
Three images from his portfolio are shown on page
5. You are invited to view others online.

C ary L oving, Best in Show—Single Image.
Loving is from Richmond, Virginia and her winning
image is View. (p. 6)

Kay Layne · Evolution
acrylic on canvas

M ichael Washburn, Best Photograph
Washburn is from Ossining, New York, and his
winning image is Curves 1. (p. 7)

Dara Daniel , Best Painting.
Daniel is from Garberville, California, and her
winning image is Wild and Windy. (p. 8)

R yu -H ee K im, Best Three-Dimensional Artwork.
Kim is from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and her
winning image is I Miss You. (p. 9)

William P. Steele · Appetizer
oil on birch panel
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Portfolio

Andrew Ilachinski

Simplicity 7, 6, 1
photographs · sudden-stillness.com
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Single Image

Cary Loving

View
photography montage · caryloving.com
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Photograph

Michael Washburn

Curves 1
photograph · michael-washburn-a522.squarespace.com
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

Award for BEST Painting or Drawing

Dara Daniel

Wild and Windy
oil · darasfineart.com
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Three-Dimensional or Mixed Media Artwork

Ryu-Hee Kim

I Miss You
copper
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

Bobby Baker · Benched
photograph · bobbybaker.com
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Rae Broyles · DH Lawrence
watercolor and micron pen · raebroyles.com
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

Susan Davens · Resonance I
photograph · susandavens.com
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Howard Frye · Untitled
pen and ink
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

Candace Law · Reciprocal
encaustic and mixed media · candacelaw.com
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Nancy Teague · Distant Scapes
acrylic · nancyteagueart.com
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

Jeffrey Stoner · Aspens in Winter
photograph · jeffreystonerphotography.com
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Stefynie Rosenfeld · Along the Line
photograph
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

Kay Layne · Order from Chaos
acrylic on canvas · kaylayne.com
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Carolyn WarmSun · En Pointe
acrylic on canvas · warmsunart.com
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

William P. Steele · Maine Island
oil on canvas
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Leyla Munteanu · The Bricks Row
mixed media on canvas · finearts-leylamunteanu.com
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

Aoi Murase · 30.February
acrylic
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Arthur Kvarnstrom · Dunfield Creek
watercolor on paper · arthurkvarnstrom.com
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

Karen Shulman · Marshes
photograph · kshulman.com
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Marcie Scudder · Before Breakfast
photograph · marciescudder.com
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

Gail Higginbotham · Blue Mountain Pass
acrylic · gailhigginbotham.com
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Sue Anne Hoyt · Lintel
oil on canvas · annehoyt.com
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

Marilyn Henrion · Morning Light
mixed media on silk, hand quilted · marilynhenrion.com
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Marilyn Burch · Bathrobe
photograph · marilynburchphotography.com
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

Amy Lee · Raw Grace 1
metal on canvas · asimpleroom.com
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Debbie Chapman · BED
oil and acrylic on canvas · debbiechapman.com
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

Michael Page Miller · Doors to Eternity 5
photograph · michaelpagemillerphotography.com
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November 1, 2015 to January 31, 2016
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Pat Goltz · Two
digital art · extraplicity.com
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Current Exhibition
Simplicity

Loretta Kaufman · Mongoose & Termite—Grootplaas: Africa Revisited
acrylic on canvas · lorettaanakaufman.artweb.com
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Upcoming Exhibition

stillpointartgallery.com

Penny Markley, Ski Tracks.
from Chasing the Light, Finding the Shadow

Gallery Artists

stillpointartgallery.com

Every Gallery exhibition presents the opportunity to honor a small number of artists. Our current Gallery Artists
are listed below. Please take a few moments to visit our website and view the work of these amazing individuals.

Bob Avakian, photographer, Massachusetts  Pat Benincasa, mixed media artist,
Minnesota  Bobby Baker, photographer, New Hampshire  Sabine Blodorn,
painter, Gold Coast, Australia  John Brooks, photographer, Great Britain  Dara
Daniel, painter, California  Roberta Dixon, painter, New York  Patrice Drago,
painter, Maryland  Louis Ebarb, painter, New York  Gary Engle, photographer,
Ohio  Claire Lewis Evans, three-dimensional artist, Georgia  Carol Gooberman,
painter, New Jersey  Songho Haam, mixed media artist, Michigan  Ralph
Hassenpflug, photographer, Maine  Gail Higginbotham, painter, Maryland  Irene
Hill, photographer, Florida  Andrew Ilachinski, photographer, New York  Ellen
Kalin, mixed media artist, Maryland  Ryu-Hee Kim, mixed media artist, Pennsylvania
 Cary Loving, mixed media artist, Virginia  Sheri Marcus, painter, California  Deb
McCarroll, painter, Washington  Jamie McHugh, photographer, Washington  Yukari
Nakamichi, mixed media artist, Japan  G. W. Palmer, digital artist, Arizona  Carol L.
Myers, mixed media artist, Michigan  Dan Pyle, draughtsman, California  Patricia
Raible, painter, North Carolina  Judy Reinford, photographer, Pennsylvania  Tatiana Roulin,
painter, Massachusetts  Lidia Kenig Scher, mixed media artist, Massachusetts  Hadass
Shereshevsky, photographer, Israel  Debra Small, photographer, California  Jeffrey Stoner,
photographer, Tennessee  Marco Susla, photographer, New Jersey  Karla Van Vliet, painter,
Vermont  Carolyn WarmSun, painter, California  Michael Washburn, photographer, New York
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FEATURE

Following
the

Yellow
Brick
Road
David Gardner

Illustrations by W. W. Denslow

Whether my father was reading to me at night or I was reading them myself during the day — and yes, I took them
under the covers at night with a flashlight, I could always lose myself in Oz. The characters were my friends; the
adventures they encountered captivated and transported me to the Land of Oz, where nothing really bad ever
happened and everything always ended well.

I

recently purchased a nearly complete

be reading an Oz book to myself during the day.

set of Oz books, all those written by L. Frank

My father, too, had grown up with the Oz

Baum and Ruth Plumly Thompson, thirty-

books. Baum, the Royal Historian of Oz, wrote

three in all. In the first two weeks after receiving

one a year until his untimely death in 1919. Ruth

them, I read, or rather reread, half a dozen. An

Plumly Thompson, the second Royal Historian of

even more apt description might be that I relived

Oz, continued the tradition, turning out a new Oz

them. I grew up with the Oz books and they were

story every year from 1921 to 1939. My father got

an important part of my childhood. My father

an Oz book every Christmas and every birthday,

read them to me just about every night of my life

eventually collecting them all. He continued the

from as far back as I can remember, and I’d often

tradition with me, buying me each year’s new book.

40 | Still Point Arts Quarterly

Whether my father was reading to me at night or
I was reading them myself during the day — and
yes, I took them under the covers at night with a
flashlight — I could always lose myself in Oz. The
characters were my friends; the adventures they
encountered captivated and transported me to
the Land of Oz, where nothing really bad ever
happened and everything always ended well.
On those occasions when my father wasn’t
home, my mother would offer to read to me
instead, but it wasn’t the same. I usually politely
declined. For one thing, my father used different
voices for the characters, which made them
more real for me. More importantly, my father
and I both loved the Oz books and knew the
books in detail. We talked about the characters,
the stories, the geography, and history of
Oz — Geozify and Ozstory in the books. We

would arrange them on my bed and then call

recognized and puzzled over inconsistencies

my father to come in and read. Sometimes I

and contradictions in the stories as we came

would gently trace the veins on his hand with

across them, and with so many authors it’s not

my finger while listening intently to the story

surprising there would be more than a few. For

that was unfolding. He would pause to show

example, in most books, the Munchkin country

me the wonderful illustrations of John R. Neill.

is in the east and the Winkies in the west, but in

Invariably, as soon as he said that was it for

some cases they’re reversed. But neither he nor

the evening, I’d beg, plead, and cajole him for

I had any problem with the discrepancies.
I rarely complained about having to go

“Just one more!” Sometimes it worked.
There were subtleties Baum incorporated into

to bed because I couldn’t wait to hear the

his stories that I didn’t come to appreciate until

next chapter or two, occasionally three, from

I was an adult. One example is Oz as a strong

whatever book we were on. I’d get into my

matriarchy, a female–dominated fairyland. Its

pajamas and retrieve my collection of stuffed

three most important and powerful characters

animals from my closet; I wanted them to hear

are female: Princess Ozma; Glinda, the Good

the story, too. I had about a half dozen and I

Sorceress of the South; and Dorothy, famously

David Gardner spent his teen years in 1950s Mexico, about which he has written a memoir, Double
Exposure: Coming of Age in Two Cultures. After eight years in the U.S. Air Force, he attended the University
of Washington, majoring in political science and getting a master’s degree in multicultural education. He
spent forty-five years in elementary education and currently works as a math specialist for the YMCA. His
nonfiction piece “Beyond the Music” appeared in the Winter 2012 issue of Still Point Arts Quarterly.
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David Gardner

of the stories. She is firm and resolute in all her
perilous adventures, rarely, if ever, showing signs
of fear. She is often the one to find and lead the
way out of the dangers she and her companions
face in every book.
Other strong female figures are in evidence
in all the Baum books including: Betsy Bobbin
and Trot, two American girls Dorothy’s age
who also find their way to Oz; Polychrome, the
Rainbow’s daughter; Mombi, the Wicked Witch
of the North; and General Jinjur, who commands
an all-girl army and is an interesting story within
a story. Jinjur is poised to lead a revolt against
the Scarecrow, who in The Marvelous Land of Oz
(the first in which Dorothy makes no appearance)
is the emperor of Oz. Why does she want to
overthrow him? Tip asks Jinjur, and she replies,
transported to Oz by a cyclone. (Dorothy’s last

“Because the Emerald City has been ruled by men

name, Gale, was not revealed until Ozma of

long enough, for one reason . . . So we intend to

Oz (1907), the third book, and the name was

conquer the city and run the government to suit

probably no coincidence.)

ourselves.”

Ozma is the fairy ruler of Oz. Curiously, she

Later, Jinjur addresses her assembled army:

makes her first appearance as a boy named

“Friends, fellow-citizens, and girls, we are about

Tip in The Marvelous Land of Oz, the second

to begin our great Revolt (sic) against the men

in the series, published in 1904. She had been

of Oz! We march to conquer the Emerald City,

transformed by Mombi, the Wicked Witch

to dethrone the Scarecrow, and to obtain power

of the North, to prevent her from ascending

over our former oppressors!”

to the throne of Oz. At the end of the book,

Baum’s advocacy of women’s rights was no

she is returned to her true gender by Glinda,

accident nor was it a satirical look at the women’s

making Ozma the first transgender character in

suffrage movement as has been suggested.

children’s literature.

He was active in the movement, serving as

Glinda is another important and all-powerful

the secretary of the Aberdeen, South Dakota,

female character. In addition to playing a

Women’s Suffrage Club and hosting Susan B.

prominent role in restoring Ozma to the throne,

Anthony when she visited the town.

she works her sorcery (always for good) in many

And the male characters of Oz, how are they

other Oz books, including her own, Glinda of Oz,

portrayed? The only important human male is

the fourteenth and final book by Baum, published

the Wizard of Oz, originally a humbug who was

in 1920.

trained in magic by his mentor, Glinda, and calls

And, of course, Dorothy. She was made a

himself her “humble assistant.” While he admits to

Princess of Oz and plays an major role in most

being a good wizard, he also acknowledges that

42 | Still Point Arts Quarterly
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his magic powers are no match for those of Ozma
or Glinda. None of the other three important
male characters in the stories are human, and
all are lacking an important human quality: the
Scarecrow received his brains from the Wizard
but has no heart; the Tin Woodman got his
heart but has no brains; and the Cowardly Lion,
by his own admission, still lacks courage. Other
mostly non-human, grotesque male characters
who appear regularly include Jack Pumpkinhead;
Tik-Tok the Machine Man; the Hungry Tiger; the
Shaggy Man; and the three different Kings of
the Gnomes, the Ozites archenemies: Ruggedo,
Roquat the Red, and Kaliko.
Baum also lampooned some things he didn’t
like: the military, schools, and phonographs with
their popular music. For example, the Grand
Army of Oz consists of one man: The Soldier With

all the fighting. When an actual battle loomed,

the Green Whiskers, green because he’s in the

all the officers “fell to the ground, writhing and

Emerald City. He has a gun, a blunderbuss, but

moaning in anguish.” Meanwhile, the private

it’s never loaded because he might “accidentally

“calmly loaded his gun and stood ready to fight

hurt someone.” In some of the drawings of The
Soldier With the Green Whiskers, Neill draws

the foe, as a soldier should.”
Baum

and

Thompson

both

lampooned

the blunderbuss with flowers stuck in the barrel.

educational practices of the time. One of

(Shades of the sixties!) It took close to forty

Baum’s characters is Professor H. M. (for Highly

years but The Soldier eventually got a name.

Magnified)

In Ozoplaning With the Wizard of Oz (1939),

Educated), a pompous pedant. His lasting

Thompson gave him the name Battles, Wantowin

contribution to Oz is his invention of pills — or

Battles.

tablets as they were called then — to help

Wogglebug,

T.E.

(Thoroughly

Another example of the low regard in which

students learn. One of these tablets, eaten by

Baum held the military, or at least the officer

a scholar after breakfast, would instantly enable

corps, is the army put together by Queen Ann

him to understand arithmetic or algebra or any

of Oogaboo, a village in the northern purple

other branch of mathematics. Another tablet

country of the Gillikens. (Tik-Tok of Oz, 1914). Her

eaten after lunch gave a student a complete

army consists of four each of generals, colonels,

knowledge of geography. Another tablet made

majors, captains, and one private. Nothing is

it possible for the eater to spell the most difficult

done until the four generals give orders to the

words, and still another enabled him to write a

four colonels who pass them on to the four

beautiful hand. This method saves paper and

majors who pass them in turn to the four captains

books, as well as the tedious hours devoted to

until they finally reach the private who is to do

study in some of our less favored schools, and it
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so she’ll have a tireless servant to take over
the household chores. The Crooked Magician,
who has collected a small amount of powder
from the cauldrons, sprinkles it over the
patchwork girl . . . but let’s have Baum tell it:
Suddenly the Patchwork Girl throws up one
arm, which knocks the bottle of powder from
the crooked man’s hand and sends it flying
across the room. Unk Nunkie and Margolotte
are so startled that they both leap backward
and bump together, and Unc’s head joggles
the shelf above them and upsets the bottle
containing the Liquid of Petrifaction.
The two are instantly turned into marble statues
as the Liquid of Petrifaction drips on them and
there is no more Powder of Life to restore them.
In the accident, what didn’t fall on the Patchwork
also allows the students to devote all their time
to manly and womanly sports. (The Magic of Oz,
1919)

Girl fell on a phonograph.
To restore his uncle and Dr. Pipt’s wife, Ojo
must find the five rare ingredients the magician

A picture in The Royal Book of Oz (1921) shows

says are needed to make a new batch of the

a variety of Professor Wogglebug’s labeled pill

Powder of Life. As Ojo and Scraps leave the

containers: Examination Pills, Arithmetic, General

Crooked Magician’s house and begin their quest,

Information, Spelling, Reading, Latin, and two

they hear footsteps pattering behind them on

puzzlingly labeled Forgettories and Flunker Pills.

the path. Turning . . .

Baum wrote about his utter disdain for

They beheld a small round table running as

phonographs and the popular music of his

fast as its four spindle legs could carry it, and

day in his seventh book, The Patchwork Girl

to the top was screwed fast a phonograph

of Oz (1913). In it, Ojo, a Munchkin boy, and

with a big gold horn. “Hold on!” shouted the

his Unc Nunkie pay a visit to Dr. Pipt, the

phonograph, “Wait for me!”

Crooked Magician. He’s crooked because

For the next four pages the phonograph,

he’s spent the last six years stirring four large

whose name is Victor Columbia Edison, pleads

cauldrons, night and day, with paddles tied

to be allowed to accompany Ojo and Scraps,

to his hands and feet, to produce a small

but they have no use for the machine. Baum’s

quantity of the marvelous Powder of Life. This

dislike for phonographs —a still relatively new

powder will bring to life any inanimate object

invention — and particularly the music of the

it’s dusted on. Meanwhile, Dr. Pipt’s wife,

time is obvious. When asked what kind of music

Margolotte, is sewing together a patchwork

it plays, the phonograph responds, “It is classical

girl she’s named Scraps. Though stuffed with

music and is considered the best and most

cotton, Margolotte wants her brought to life

puzzling ever manufactured. You’re supposed to
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like it whether you do or not, and if you don’t, the
proper thing is to look as if you did.” Vic then
begins to play a classical piece and Ojo covers
his ears to block out the noise. He yanks out the
phonograph’s crank and throws it away, but it
immediately bounces up, reinserts itself and Vic
continues playing. They turn over the record and
a ragtime piece begins to play, a jerky jumble of
sounds that proved so bewildering at first that
after a moment Scraps stuffs her apron into the
gold horn and cries, “Stop — stop! That’s the
other extreme. It’s extremely bad!”
After several more paragraphs of insults and
mockery, Vic is finally driven off.
I remember listening to that particular chapter
one night when I was probably six or seven. The
more my father read of the increasingly harsh
verbal abuse suffered by the poor phonograph,

times.” The colander is the high priest because

the more distraught I became. I couldn’t

“he’s the holiest thing we have.” Dorothy has

understand why they treated it so badly. I

trespassed in Utensia and is being tried when a

empathized so strongly with Victor Columbia

corkscrew begins to protest:

Edison that I burst out crying; it was so unfair!

“What do you know about it?” inquired the

And I still feel sorry for Vic today, sixty-plus years

king. “I’m a lawyer,” said the corkscrew

later.

proudly. “I am accustomed to appear at the

Both Baum and Thompson loved puns and

bar.” “But you’re crooked,” retorted the king,

contriving curious names for their characters,

“and that debars you. You may be a corking

and they’re scattered throughout the stories

good lawyer, Mr. Popp, but I must ask you

like toys in a playroom. From Dr. Pipt: “But he

to withdraw your remarks.” “Very well,” said

has lived alone in the heart of the forest for

the corkscrew sadly, “I see I have no pull at

many years . . . and although that is a barbarous

this court.”

country, there are no barbers there.” There’s the

The whole chapter is a parade of puns.

A-B-Sea Serpent: “How is an A-B-Sea Serpent

Baum died in 1919 after suffering a stroke and

like a city? It has blocks.” Others include Ann

falling into a coma. He regained consciousness

Soforth, Queen of Oogaboo; the Illuma Nation,

briefly and uttered his last words: “Now we can

populated entirely by candles, and the Island of

cross the Shifting Sands.” This was a reference to

Isa Poso.

the Deadly Desert that surrounds the Land of

In The Emerald City of Oz (1910), Baum devotes

Oz; one step on its shifting sand results in death.

a whole chapter to punning. Dorothy finds herself

Baum could now safely cross the desert’s lethal

in a place called Utensia, populated solely by

sands and enter the paradise he created.

kitchen utensils. A spoon wants to see “stirring

When Ruth Plumly Thompson was selected
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wind up on the Island of Un. The names of all
the inhabitants — birds all — begin with “un:”
Unhappy, Unable, Unpleasant, Unlucky, and so
on, including their leader, Unselfish.
Another difference is that Baum’s central
characters are usually girls: Dorothy, Trot, Betsy
Bobbin, or Ozma are the heroines in most
of his books. Thompson’s central characters
are generally boys: Speedy, Peter, Prince
Pompadore, and Prince Tatters. It’s hard to
know the reason for Thompson’s preference for
boys. It may be it was something she never even
thought about; she just naturally made boys her
main characters. Or possibly Reilly and Lee, the
publishers, wanted the change to attract more
young male readers. This was at a time when
movie serials (e.g. Flash Gordon) aimed at boys
to continue the Oz series after Baum’s death,

were gaining in popularity.

Oz fans must have wondered if she had the

No discussion of the Oz books, and in my

imagination, humor, and sense of whimsy to

opinion no single Oz book, is complete without

continue making Oz special. The answer was yes,

the contributions of John R. Neill, the man who

and her first book, The Royal Book of Oz (1921),

illustrated forty books in the series, including

supports that. For example, she maintained

three he wrote from 1940-1942. Just as Baum

continuity of personality for all the characters

was the Royal Historian of Oz, Neill became the

that Baum had developed. The Scarecrow is the

Imperial Illustrator of Oz. He might never have

same affable, commonsensical, and analytical

had the opportunity had it not been for a serious

character Baum created. Dorothy is still a sweet,

falling out between Baum and William Wallace

brave, intelligent little girl. And the Wogglebug

Denslow, the illustrator of the first Oz book,

continues to be a pompous pedant.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, over splitting the

But there are also differences between the

royalties from the 1902 stage production of

two. Baum let the story arc drive his writing.

the book. The hundreds of illustrations Neill

Each chapter advanced the plot. Thompson,

produced were imaginative, whimsical, and

however, often detours from her story arc to

captured perfectly the characters and stories

take us on unexpected side trips. Chapters in

of Baum and Thompson. The continuity of his

many of her books stand alone as stories on

drawings helped ease the transition from Baum

their own. They’re tangential to the plot and

to his successor.

often take us on whimsical mini-adventures. In

We moved to Mexico after my father died

The Cowardly Lion of Oz (1923), for example,

in 1955. My mother packed up our ’54 Ford

Bobby Downs, a young orphan, along with

wagon with everything she thought we’d

his companion, a clown called Notta Bit More,

need for our new life, including my entire
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collection of Oz books. I don’t
know if that was a result of
pleading on my part or if
she simply decided that they
were too important to me or
too valuable; there were first
editions in my collection and
most of the books had color
plates. As it turns out, taking
them with us to Mexico was
both a blessing and a huge
blunder. It was a blessing
because I continued to read
them all through my teens,
over and over again and I never stopped enjoying them. And the blunder? I no longer have any of
my old collection. I joined the Air Force in 1960 when I was seventeen and had to leave the books
behind. Mom returned to the U.S. in 1964, leaving the books with a friend, and that’s the last I
know of them. In 1976 I visited the lakeside town of Chapala where we had been living and asked
around about my books. One woman told me that she recalled a community book sale some years
before. She thought there were a number of Oz books there. I
guess, to put a more cheerful spin on it, that someone else has
been able to enjoy the Oz books for all these years. At least, I
hope so.
Now, after half a century, I have my Oz books back. They may
not be “my” Oz books in the sense that they have my name or my
father’s name on the bookplate, nor do they have my attempts,
or his when he was young, at coloring Neill’s black and white
illustrations. But they are the same books I read so many times
as a boy, listened to so many times as my father read them to
me. When I hold an Oz book in my hand I’m gently pulled back
to a part of my childhood I cherish. Warm memories come back
of lying happily in bed, hearing my father’s warm, resonant voice
leading me through a never-ending procession of Oz adventures.
The amazing assortment of curious and fantastic characters and
places Baum and Thompson created are still there: the Long-Eared
Hearer, the Runaway Country, the Merry-Go-Round Mountains,
Princess Languidere who can remove her head and replace it with
any of thirty others in her boudoir, and so many others. I feel closer
to my father now with these books back in my hands. If for no other
reason, I’m glad to have my Oz books back.
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Looking Through

the

Spiritual Eye

G od is Waking Up
Peter Azrak
Images by the Author

My mind wonders how much more we could all gain if we step away from the pressure of needing to have
an opinion, needing to judge, and ultimately evaluating our performance in this life?

One day Mullah Nasrudin went into a
bank to cash a check. The teller asked
him for some identification. Nasrudin
looked and looked, but he didn’t have
any. The teller said, “I’m sorry I can’t
cash this check.” Nasrudin thought
for another moment. Then he reached
into his coat pocket, took out a mirror,
looked into it, and said, “Yeah, that’s
me alright!” That is the beginning stage
of practice. We become quiet enough
to take a look into the mirror: “That’s
me, alright!” We see both the good
qualities and the unwholesome ones,
honestly and without judgement.
~ Joseph Goldstein on mindfulness
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Sri Aurobindo’s world view . . . is that this
whole world, indeed the whole cosmos
is latently divine . . . And so as life
appears out of matter, consciousness
starts to appear . . . humankind
appears and then . . . this awakening to
our source to who we really are, to the
secret of it all [emerges]. In other words,
God is waking up.
~ Michael Murphy interview.

T

God waking up has

of a divinity inherent in our core that is slowly

intrigued me ever since I read about

emerging as we humans evolve as conscious,

it in Michael Murphy’s magical book

self-aware beings.

he

idea

of

on the spiritual journey, Golf in the Kingdom.

As I sat with the phrase “God is Waking Up,”

He attributes these words of wisdom to an

a kind of play emerged. I found myself saying

eccentric “guide,” Shivas Irons, who he meets

over and over: Waking Up God Is. Not quite

during his round of golf in Scotland on the way

sure what my psyche was showing me, I kept

to India. Murphy, the co-founder of Easlen, the

it around for a few days and then later wrote

grandfather of all modern New Age temples,

these words on a piece of paper and hung it

was involved with the spiritual philosophy of Sri

on my refrigerator: God is Waking Up, Waking

Aurobindo, Indian nationalist, philosopher, yogi,

Up God Is.

guru, and poet. Aurobindo preached the gospel

This phrase led me to the idea that God is

Peter Azrak is a psychotherapist, teacher, writer, and photographer. Originally a painter — a struggling
painter — he discovered freedom in the art of photography. He lives in New York City.
• photographsbypeterazrak.com
• photographsbypeterazrak.com/183355/blog-inner-attention
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the Waking Up place inside of us. As we wake

dominates? What if I simply accepted I can be

up, we notice ourselves pausing to reflect on

both, expressing an Energy that is trying to

our actions and behaviors, including those we

wake me up?

would prefer not to see. Rather than deny our

And it is here I have found Waking Up God

shortcomings and flaws to quickly move on to

Is. God is the energy trying to free itself from

something else, we begin to pay attention to

the shackles of opinion, condemnation, and

the self who is awake and the self who is angry

rejection. God is the energy of free expression,

and judgmental.

unguarded by the limits of morality.

Waking up is precisely what a gerund implies:

In waking up to what arises, the rules of

a process that never ends. We are in the middle

life change. In fact the rules disappear as,

of seeing what needs to be seen. And as Joseph

Shivas tells us, we “go around.” No longer

Goldstein so rightly points out: “We see both

having all the answers we live life much more

the good qualities and the unwholesome ones,

spontaneously. The addictive, grasping self

honestly and without judgement.”

moves over to the passenger seat, as the

Without judgement? How is that possible?

spontaneous and open self is revealed. Our

Yes, the process of waking up involves ever

view of ourself changes from “I really am a

unfolding movement toward a non-judgmental

good man” to “I am a man searching, with

attitude toward oneself. Ordinarily caught by

no prescribed goal in mind.” We live simply,

the cultural norm of opinion and judgment,

having openness to what is.

little space, if any, is available for a loving

This is the attitude I offer to myself when

and compassionate attitude toward ourselves.

I photograph. Free from being frozen in

Yet, as we wake up to “who” we’ve been and

an expectation of my own making, free

“who” we are, we become conditioned to show

from having to capture anything, I return to

restraint through unending self-deprecation

nature with the openness of the experience. I

and humility. So how does this happen? How

remember why it is I take a photo in the first

do we go about seeing ourselves and the world

place: to see through the eye present to me;

around us without judgement?

through an eye opened by the freedom from

Begin at home. Home is the familiar internal

needing to know; through an eye opened by

world we have come to know. If we are honest

the freedom from the pressure to achieve;

with ourselves, we see the terrified, angry self

through an eye that is waking up, a spiritual

and we see the loving compassionate self. We

eye.

know ourselves to be engaged by the energies

In all of this, I allow for the possibility that the

of both rejection and love. And yet we carry

images might not speak to me when they show

within us the capacity not to identify with

themselves. The actual moment with nature is

either picture — either the picture of myself

enough. My mind wonders how much more we

as a loving man or the picture of myself as an

could all gain if we step away from the pressure

angry man. Sometime ago I asked myself what

of needing to have an opinion, needing to judge

would happen if I simply stopped labeling

and ultimately evaluating our performance

myself? What if I simply noticed without

in this life? How free it could feel within. How

judgement where love emerges and rejection

lovely it would be . . . to be around.
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Susan Breen
Painter
Susan B reen

is a visual artist, represented by Woodward Gallery
in New York City. • She has exhibited her artwork in various venues
including the Woodward Gallery, Pollock-Krasner House, Andy Warhol
Museum, Bob Rauschenberg Gallery, June Kelly Gallery, New Britain
Museum of American Art, Burke Library — Hamilton College, CaseGeyer Library — Colgate University, Islip Art Museum, Slate Valley
Museum, Housatonic Museum of Art, Cahoon Museum of American
Art, Lockwood-Mathews Mansion Museum, Huntsville Museum of Art,
Rockefeller State Park Preserve Art Gallery, and P.T. Barnum Museum.
• Breen has been published, reviewed, or has work forthcoming in The
Encyclopedia Project, ArtKrush, Denver Quarterly, ArtNews, Muzzle
Magazine, Mandala Journal, Río Grande Review, Heyday Magazine,
Redivider, and 491 Magazine, among others. • Breen holds a B.A. in
Fine Arts from Boston College, and a M.F.A. from the School of Visual
Arts. She is a past recipient of the International Performing Arts’ (IPA)
Arts Leadership Award. • Breen is art editor of the literary magazine
Post Road, published by the department of English at Boston College,
and is founding editor of the online journal Mother-Musing.com. •
Along with Patti Smith, Ultra Violet, Bob Dylan, and others, Breen
was a contributor to Sony Legacy Recordings’ release “15 Minutes:
Homage to Andy Warhol.”

Susan Breen’s paintings represent a dynamic natural world in
various states of growth, transformation, and at times, decline. •
Breen draws inspiration in part from physics, botany, and Eastern
philosophy. Her paintings reflect a fascination with the way light and
shadow define one another, the evolution of form through repetition,
the containment and illusion of opposites, order, and chaos, and
systemic entropy. • Formally, the nested square within each
frame began in homage to Josef Albers’ Homage to the Square .
While Albers’ paintings were brilliant studies in color, Breen’s are
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Squares
a dynamic
natural world in
various states
of growth,
transformation,
and at times,
decline

Square (XIV), 2015. 14 x 14 inches (5.5 x 5.5 cm). Oil on wood panel.

meditations on organic form and geometry, with varying degrees of
symmetry and asymmetry. • Against and at play with the geometry
of the square, Susan’s natural forms float, turn, bloom, grow, and
overgrow. Systems fill up and spill over. Vines twist and flourish,
alluding to some universal circuitry. • Breen’s paintings exist in a
fertile space between representation and abstraction, rooted in
imagery that alludes to the physical world.

woodwardgallery.net
represented by Woodward Gallery, New York City
all images courtesy of Woodward Gallery
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Square (I), 2013. 12 x 12 inches (4.7 x 4.7 cm). Oil on paper.
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Square (II), 2014. 12 x 12 inches (4.7 x 4.7 cm). Oil on paper.
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Square (VIII), 2015. 14 x 14 inches (5.5 x 5.5 cm). Oil on wood panel.
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Square (XI), 2015. 14 x 14 inches (5.5 x 5.5 cm). Oil on wood panel.
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Square (X), 2015. 14 x 14 inches (5.5 x 5.5 cm). Oil on wood panel.
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Square (XII), 2015. 14 x 14 inches (5.5 x 5.5 cm). Oil on wood panel.
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Square (VI), 2015. 12 x 12 inches (4.7 x 4.7 cm). Oil on paper.
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Square (XIII), 2015. 14 x 14 inches (5.5 x 5.5 cm). Oil on wood panel.
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A n Unexpected Education
Gail Tyson
for Dagmar
Photography by Dagmar Füner

One evening I met an up-and-coming photographer, Alain Houdek, who hired me as his darkroom assistant.
I’d heard that he wanted a helper who knew nothing about photography and would just do as she was told, so
I pretended to be ignorant. He was easily fooled. That worked to my advantage, as I learned a great deal by
observing him, not just about printing higher-contrast images, but learning to see the geometric structure
underpinning a composition. It made putting up with him worth it.

E

ach trader has placed a blanket on

this point in my long, successful career as a

this cobblestoned square and spread

photographer, I can choose the work that

it with the artifacts of many lives: a

attracts me personally as well as professionally.

monogrammed silver hairbrush, clocks stopped

A magazine has commissioned a photo essay

at different hours, tarnished scales. Flea markets

on secondhand markets; it gives me a chance to

have lured me for fifty years, ever since I visited

look back, at the age of seventy, at how my visit

this one, Place du Jeu de Balle in Brussels, as a

to this city shaped not only my younger self, but

girl. Now I’ve come back here, drawn to the

the rest of my life.

intersection of my history and the stories of others.
I’ve also come here on assignment. At
62 | Still Point Arts Quarterly

Wandering

from

blanket

to

blanket,

I

document the buyers and dealers. Click: women

in head scarves hold up puffy down jackets in

brush up my legs from ankle to knee. When I

front of the shabby church. Click: a Moroccan

met his eyes, he leaned forward, collapsing the

presides over a coverlet spread with wooden

space between us.

carvings. Click: hands leaf through a box of
sepia photographs.

A half-century later, I can feel how that
compartment seemed to contract around me

Surrounded by a montage of individual

while he began entreating me — as calmly as

histories, I feel my own story unspooling within

if he was remarking on the broad, green fields

me like an old canister of film. In 1958, the

outside the window — to get off with him at

summer I turned seventeen, my father sent me

Strasbourg. Just spend one night with me. I’ll

from our home in Munich to Brussels so I could

be very gentle with you and promise to put you

improve my French. A colleague at Siemens

back on the train to continue your journey in the

had referred him to Monsieur Joost Deprez,

morning. It amazes me that my teenaged self

an engineer at the Brussels office, who agreed

had the presence of mind to retort, Of course

that his family could host me for three weeks.

not, and even more that I masked a smile at the

My father put me on the train one sunny day in

thought of how my father’s plans had gone awry.

June, ushering me into a compartment full of

My would-be seducer left at Strasbourg with

nuns with a look of satisfied relief and his usual

a reproachful look. When the train pulled into

fond farewell to his Liebe Sonia.

Brussels, I was the first passenger at the exit,

What my protective father could not foresee

relieved to be out of that compartment. Monsieur

was the exit of those voluminous habits and

Deprez, who quickly spied my white-blonde hair,

starched butterfly cornettes at the next station,

sped over and grasped my brass-studded leather

or the swarm of American soldiers who boarded

suitcase, greeting me in both our languages:

in their wake. They lunged, grinning, into my

Bonjour, Sonia! Sehr erfreut. A slim, elegant man

compartment, tumbling into their seats like clumsy

of about forty-five, he could have been Jacques

boys. I had to smile, remembering my father’s

Brel’s older brother: full-lipped, with soulful eyes,

blissful assumption that the Sisters would shelter

missing only the singer’s drooping cigarette.

me. Flirting in audacious German, the young men
entertained me until we got to Stuttgart.

Moving with graceful economy, he guided
me outside the station and through the streets,

When they disembarked, an older man

one hand cupped around my elbow. Once we

entered the compartment with a whiff of lime

had boarded a tram, we chatted in German for

cologne. About forty and well dressed, he

the twenty-five-minute ride to the district of

sat across from me and nodded, impeccably

Schaerbeek, where his family lived. Surrounded

correct. Soon, however, I sensed his craving

by people jabbering in French and Dutch — a

Gail Tyson moved to West Berlin in 1978. There she met her longtime friend, Dagmar Fűner. Almost
forty years later, girlhood experiences and places the two friends have visited over the years inspired “An
Unexpected Education.” A recent Pushcart Prize nominee, Tyson’s work has appeared in Able Muse, Kindred,
Pilgrimage, and Stone Voices. Last year she participated in Collegeville Institute’s Writing Spirit, Writing Faith
workshop on Whidbey Island, Washington, and attended the inaugural Dylan Thomas Creative Writing
program at the University of Wales. She enjoys writing at her log cabin in the mountains of east Tennessee.
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greeting jetted from her mouth like champagne,
airy bubbles of French evaporating before
my mind caught them. A girl my age named
Bernadette showed me rather sullenly to the
room we would share. Eight-year-old Hughues
scampered up the stairs behind us, his torrent of
words frothing in the wake of our silent ascent.
As we came back down, I could not help
stroking

the

sleek,

honey-colored

railing,

which floated atop waves of brass arabesques.
Although the architectural vocabulary was as
foreign to me as French, I remember now how
the Art Nouveau style grew on me. The flow of
space struck me as novel; when pocket doors
slid open or closed, it could completely change
the volume of a room. Only years later did I
understand the style’s subtleties. I also came to
see its use of ornament — ironwork, ceramics,
and architectural mosaic that sheathed each
façade as artfully as a Venetian mask — as a
metaphor for the relationship between Joost
tonal blur of glissando and guttural — I was
grateful to hear my native tongue. This was

and Helène Deprez.
Remembering, I can still picture my girlish

my first trip abroad without my parents, and

form descending the stairs. Then I was swept

traveling in this foreign city with Monsieur

into conversation, and every molecule of energy

made me feel both protected and very grown

dissolved into thinking, listening, and speaking

up. What would my girlfriends say? I thought.

in French.

A little smugly, I imagined their envy of this
sophisticated new turn in my life.

Assigned to escort me around Brussels,
Bernadette at first took me rather grumpily to

A short walk from the tram stop down Avenue

the museums and the zoo. Within two days,

Louis Bertrand brought us to Chez Deprez. As

though, we gravitated to the chocolatiers near

stylish as its owner, the three-story terraced home

the gold-crusted, layer-cake buildings of the

occupied a block of fine Art Nouveau houses near

Grand Place. Even my halting French yielded

Parc Josephat. I would learn that Monsieur Deprez

salvers of seahorse-shaped truffles, butter

had inherited the residence from his father, who

creams, pralines, and mendiants: bittersweet

commissioned one of Brussels’ innovative young

disks studded with nuts and dried fruits

architects to design it in 1903.

representing the four mendicant or monastic

As soon as we stepped into the foyer, my

orders. As they melted in our mouths, her mood

lessons began. Posed before a stained-glass

softened. Slowly, slowly, my conversational skill

rosette that haloed her russet hair, Madame’s

improved, taking us from the confectioners,
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where sweets nestled like gemstones in jewelers’

low and haughty — J’amerais une table pour huit

display cases, to other destinations.

personnes, s’il vous plait — he inevitably fooled

In Parc Josephat, we strolled past grazing

the maitre d’hotel and always made me laugh.

donkeys. They used to carry the sour cherries

In the sitting room a week after I arrived,

from our neighborhood to market, Bernadette

Hughues looked out the window and said

said. People used them to make Kriek. We

casually, Here comes Papa with his lover. Sure

looked at each other conspiratorially; we hadn’t

that I had misunderstood, I joined him and saw

figured out yet how to get a sample of this

Joost strolling down the sidewalk with a striking

fruit beer and the sweeter, raspberry-flavored

woman. Decades later, I can see them smiling

framboise, but those adventures were on our list.

with unmistakable intimacy, their heads cocked

And there, she pointed behind the refreshment

toward one another as if they lay on rumpled

stand, the story is that a girl threw herself off

pillows. At seventeen, the uneasy quiver in my

an old water mill. Unrequited love. We stared,

belly brought to mind another gesture, as vivid as

silent, then burst into giggles.

a dream that startles you awake: When the man

Amazingly vivid after all these years, the

Hughues and Bernadette called Oncle would

memory makes me smile. It evokes other times

come to lunch, his hand would stray from the top

the two of us played at being older and worldly-

of Madame’s chair down her back, hovering over

wise. At Rubbrecht, we fingered flumes of lace,

lá derrière. The motion, which I’d noted absent-

solemnly pretending to consider wedding veils.

mindedly, now trembled on the edge of my

In Wittamer Café, we acted bored, like spoiled

awareness like a dragonfly flexing its wings.

young matrons whiling away the afternoon

I was getting an education my father didn’t

above the cobbled Place du Grand Sablon.

expect. Intriguing as the parents’ arrangement

More often, we window-shopped the newest

was, it also unsettled me. Yet part of me admired

fashions, or sat on a bench near the Beguines’

Helène. In 1958, the women I knew were still

white church, munching our twice-fried Bintje

corseted by social expectations. Joost’s behavior

potato strips from traditional paper cones.

was simply what men did, while his wife’s decision

Back at Chez Deprez, I liked to wander the rear

to take a lover seemed wildly liberating, her

knot garden with Hughues, learning the French

discretion almost cunning. At seventeen, I had

name of each plant as I crushed a few leaves,

just begun to wonder how I could break free of

inhaling the scent of lemon balm, lavender, and

the conventions I chafed against — marriage to a

boxwood. One day when Madame was out, we

good provider, the proper house, material comfort

prowled the master bedroom. From the fine

that could smother any passion that threatened

paneling, Hughues opened a discreet door,

to disrupt it. My friends shared the dream of

revealing a urinal that swung out for Monsieur’s

middle-class contentment unquestioningly. At

convenience. Impish and bold, with a toothy

age seventy, I still wonder what influenced my

grin and a cowlick so unruly it seemed spring-

younger self to think differently: the stage actress

loaded, the boy reminded me of the cartoon

and musicians that surprised our stolid family two

pranksters, Max and Moritz. He had an uncanny

generations before me, an independent female

gift for mimicry, calling up local restaurants and

cousin, or simply a rebellious spirit that yearned

pretending to be a neighbor. Pitching his voice

for a more unpredictable life?
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Helène’s choice also began to erode my

It is a remarkable structure, Joost went on,

impression that euphoric abundance surrounded

102 meters high. The structure replicates a unit

us, especially compared to wartime deprivation.

cell of an iron crystal, magnified 165 billion

Even the paper doilies frilled beneath every

times. Nine aluminum spheres, representing

serving of ganache and macaroons were a sign of

atoms, are each eighteen meters in diameter. I

plenty I could not have imagined in my childhood.

want you girls to study it and we will discuss your

Without really understanding it, I intuitively

impressions. Who knows, the experience might

sensed another scarcity: freedom for women.

even inspire you to read about atomic physics!

Since that era, it’s been documented how, in

This was Monsieur’s pet subject; so gleeful at

post-war urban society, females had lost much of

the thought that we might share his fascination,

the ground gained when the workforce needed

he did not notice Bernadette’s eyes rolling

them, their few liberties often undermined. I

skyward, or her mother’s downcast smirk. At

didn’t see that clearly at seventeen. I simply

that moment Hughues held his chocolat au pain

felt stifled by what opportunities seemed to lie

over his open mouth, squeezing the flaky pastry.

ahead for me.

The sweet, dark liquid shot into his mouth and

This feeling crystallized into insight when

down his shirt; his parents jumped up, scolding,

Bernadette and I took a day trip to Expo ’58, the

and Bernadette and I rushed upstairs, excited to

Brussels World’s Fair. Peacetime still felt thrilling,

be on our way to the Expo.

as did the ability to travel freely across borders.

An hour later Monsieur dropped us off at

We wouldn’t have missed the excitement of

the Boulevard du Centenaire. Approaching the

mingling with visitors from so many countries,

monumental Atomium, we stopped abruptly

but Joost anointed the trip as an educational

about thirty feet away. It towered over us, spheres

coming of age.

webbed together by tubular support columns,

I know the engineer, André Waterkeyn, who

the sunlight vibrating on the spheres until the

helped design the Atomium. It is the Fair’s iconic

whole design seemed to shiver. Years later, when

monument, he told us proudly over breakfast.

I remembered this encounter, I’d imagine those

Helène, languid as a cobra, lowered her heavy-

spreading metal arms pulsing up and out like the

lidded eyes to her boiled egg. She sliced the

limbs of the Indian goddess Kali. To my teenaged

top in silence.

self, the sight was simply thrilling.
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Giddy optimism seized me as, inside the

As soon as I returned to Munich, I pursued this

center tube, an elevator sped us to the cavern

new passion as single-mindedly as some of my

of the topmost sphere. Bernadette and I paced

friends hunted husbands. Father opposed my

all 360 degrees of panoramic views, stretching

desire, which I expected. But when I countered,

from the imposing Art Deco Cathedral in

Three weeks in Brussels gave me a chance to

the west to the royal palace at Laeken, close

really progress in French, imagine how I can

by. Next, escalators funneled us through the

improve even more in a year, he reluctantly

tubes to five lower spheres. In one, exhibits

agreed to fund my study in Paris.

documented the engineering process and U.S.

Beginning that fall, my French advanced as I

President Eisenhower’s Nuclear Power for Peace

fell in love with the language of photography. To

initiative. In another, displays tempted tourists

make a little extra money, I modeled for sculpture

with cigarette lighters and other items that bore

and painting classes. Afterwards, I’d huddle with

the Atomium’s image.

other models and artists around little round tables

Then we rounded the corner and saw a large

in the local bars, drinking vin ordinaire while the

portrait of four hostesses. Wearing jaunty caps

bartenders mixed cocktails for people with steady

and relentless smiles, they posed like mannequins

paychecks. One evening I met an up-and-coming

in front of the futuristic Atomium. For six months,

photographer, Alain Houdek, who hired me as

three hundred multilingual young women guided

his darkroom assistant. I’d heard that he wanted

millions of sightseers through the fairgrounds;

a helper who knew nothing about photography

staring at the photograph, my eyes zeroed in on

and would just do as she was told, so I pretended

their polished high heels, and I wondered how

to be ignorant. He was easily fooled. That worked

much their feet hurt after a day on duty. Those

to my advantage, as I learned a great deal by

shoes reminded me of my cousin who had

observing him, not just about printing higher-

gone to work in Washington, D.C., and returned

contrast images, but learning to see the geometric

for a visit last spring. When my aunt, who had

structure underpinning a composition. It made

fled many bombing raids, spied her daughter’s

putting up with him worth it.

fashionable pumps, she cried, How can you wear

These people who manipulate the photograph,

those? You can’t flee in those shoes! Reading

Alain would complain, flicking ash on the café

the caption beneath the photograph of the

table as he droned on. His eye may have been

hostesses, correct yet coquettish, they symbolize

precise, but the man was large, sloppy, and

the modern woman of the 1950s, I thought, these

loudly opinionated. Cropping is the lazy man’s

girls aren’t going anywhere.

way of making a picture. A real photographer

That moment spun my attention forward. I had

shoots straight and clean. He swigged his sidecar,

not thought specifically about the future before

a cocktail as sour as his disposition. He takes

my encounter with this image. Could I compose

on the meat of life, not the pretty arrangements

my own life if I composed photographs? I had

people like to make of it, but the stark bits, like

always loved to draw and paint; if I could master

life in Belleville. That’s the real thing. Sighing, I

this medium, did I have the courage to take a

ordered him another. It was one of my jobs. At

risk on my own talent? Was it good enough to

least he’d usually pass out before he could make

trade for a living?

a pass at me.
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When Alain talked about photographers, he
always used the masculine pronoun, although

closer, and his arm curved around my waist,
tightening the space between us.

women had opened studios in Europe since the

As if I am looking through a 200mm lens, I

1840s. It surprised me to encounter this prejudice

view us across five decades, forging a harmony

among artists. I was used to it when I visited

like Powell’s left hand and right hand, our

home; even my old girlfriends did not see my

energies playing different tempos yet the same

unconventional career as a way of trading up from

tune. Robert was eighteen years older than I,

middle-class comfort. Oh, living in Paris would be

restless with ambition. I had studied intently for

wonderful, but not being poor! they would scoff.

months, and wanted to prove that I was ready to

Annoyed, I modeled my answers on Lilli, a
sassy, ambitious German cartoon character who

have fun. I wanted to improvise with a man, not
knowing where it all would lead.

spoke her mind. I loved the way she would tell

We spent the summer perched on the open

her boss, As you were angry with me when I was

balcony at the back of buses, riding to different

late this morning I will leave the office at five p.m.

quartiers so we could compare our work in

sharp! And, when a policeman reprimanded her

the darkroom. Robert told me his story while

for wearing a two-piece swimsuit, she asked him,

we rolled along. He grew up in a small town in

Which piece do you want me to take off? My

Indiana’s Brown County, the only place in the

friendships dwindled.

state with any hills, he claimed, where his father

In the spring of 1959, I quit thinking about

and older brothers farmed. They all called him

the girls back home. Late one night in the

an egghead because he loved to read and write,

Latin Quarter our group stumbled, laughing,

and right out of high school he got himself a job

down a narrow street to Le Chat qui Pêche.

with a small-town newspaper in a neighboring

This jazz cellar’s owner, Madame Ricard, was a

state. When the photographer was drafted, the

former Resistance member who hired American

desk editor handed Robert his camera. Within

musicians who could fill the room. Bud Powell

a year he spent more time with it than his

was sitting in that night, each hand working the

typewriter and was good enough to be sent to

keyboard at different tempos. Flurries of notes

North Africa in 1942 as a combat photographer.

flickered like a gas lamp, then melodies spun as

Robert developed his eye under rugged

long and winding as a Left Bank passageway.

conditions. Nine months after North Africa, he

Enthralled, at first I didn’t notice a photographer

went on the amphibious landing of Sicily with

prowling around the stage. When I did, I felt his

Patton’s Seventh Army. He ran from the docks

intensity from ten feet away.

as a cargo ship exploded, followed house-to-

Black-haired and lithe, he moved like a panther,

house fighting in Agrigento, and dodged sniper

completely absorbed in shooting the musicians.

nests that preyed on reconnaissance units in the

While I was looking at a friend, he slid smoothly

rubble-strewn alleys of Messina. I knew from

into my corner and struck up a conversation. He

growing up in a war zone how dangerous his

was an American with French as good as mine,

work was, but still his independence seemed so

penetrating green eyes, and a way of ignoring

glamorous. He was someone who had broken

my friends so completely that I felt both flattered

through the constrictions of his home life and

and embarrassed. Straining to hear him, I moved

was pursuing the kind of career I wanted so badly.
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In a sense, Robert lived a lifetime before he

assignment led to another; editors loved his

was twenty-five. By the time he met me, thirteen

blend of daring and composure. My zeal for

years later, a yearning for another kind of life

the craft made me a convincing witness that he

began to ferment in him. But during our first

would succeed.

few months together, that desire lay dormant

We shared a passion for ideas as well as for

while he pursued his longtime goal: to become

each other, and we bickered about how to best

a member of Magnum, the photographers’

translate our concepts into pictures.

collective that began in Paris. One magazine

You just go off and parachute into a culture
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without knowing anything about it, I said one day,

pointed sabots thrust into the foreground? What

looking at his latest images from Algeria or Poland.

did he see in them? And, looking at this image

It’s the only way to shoot straight ahead, he

decades later, what might I discover in a plowed

shrugged.

field at the edge of the world, where grass burns

But studying French, and the art and literature

on the horizon, and a stranger wielding a camera

of the country, has really deepened my work.

appears, then disappears, like a magician? I

I glanced across the room at my validation: a

hoarded the questions greedily; after a first

handful of magazines that had published my

glance, Robert never looked at the image again.

images. That knowledge helps me know what to

How can you squeeze so much bliss into less

look for, what I wouldn’t notice otherwise.
Then you’re making photographs about
yourself, he countered.

than a year of your life? I marvel at that now;
at the time, I took it for granted. With all our
senses, Robert and I explored our adopted

What’s wrong with that? I thought. Even then, I

city while we discovered the country of us:

see now, I wanted to pour my whole being into an

savoring onion tarts and Beaujolais Nouveau;

image, using my intuition, senses, understanding,

squeezing together in jazz clubs, steeped in

all the ways I related to the place or person, as

the peaty scent of Gauloises; cradling bowls of

well as observation. To someone who had

café au lait as rain tattooed the window pane;

desperately tried to keep sand out of his lenses

peering in shallow bookstalls along the Seine,

on the Tunisian battlefront and risked his life on

snow swirling around us; nibbling sugar cubes

B-17 bombing raids, this must have sounded

between sips of the apple fire of Calvados.

naïve. He never said so. He didn’t need to. By the
time we met, I was a trained observer, too.

Our debates about the best approach to
photography could get heated, but Robert

Still, I wanted to get the story I was

soon had me laughing again. He would

recording not as an impersonal journalist but

deliver opinions as theories with self-mocking

as a storyteller, someone who could evoke the

pomposity. Look at a person’s favorite form

depth of a life, the arc of a moment in a single

of punctuation, and it tells you a lot about

frame. That insight took shape when I ran across

him, he declared. Someone who uses a lot of

an old photograph at a flea market one day.

exclamation points? Loves drama. I thought

The yellowed image — three workers breaking

of my Aunt Gerda’s letters and stifled a laugh.

their fast in a field — reminded me of Cartier-

Now you, Sonia, you like high contrast in your

Bresson’s famous gelatin silver print of two

images and people, creating relationships

couples picnicking on the banks of the Marne,

others wouldn’t attempt, so I bet the semicolon

but this one was older, earthier.

is your favorite. Now me, I like a solid period.

I paid a few centimes for it and taped it beside
my bed, the first thing I saw every morning,
inspiring questions. Who pinned the workers’

I cocked my head. You like endings?
He grinned. But a clear stop also signals a new
beginning.

short-lived meal to paper? A photographer

I adored Robert, and he seemed to fall in love

passing by, who has said something to make

with my obsession for photography as much as

these laborers half-smile as they stretch out on

my desire for him. Then he joined Magnum. And

the earth with flasks and bread, the soles of their

another desire throbbed between us.
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I’ve seen too much death, he told me one

stubbornness. In my heart, I knew my decision

night. I need life to go on. It took me a while to

could end our romance; I just didn’t know how

realize he was talking about having children. He

quickly. Within three months, he had changed

went on to say he wanted to have a home base

me out for her like a lens on his camera, choosing

he could count on during his travels, one that

a woman who better fit his requirements. Six

could keep him grounded wherever he went. It

months later they left Paris, so he could work

became clear that he expected me to give up

out of Magnum’s New York office.

my career, which was just hatching, so I could
tend that home.

When people look at images produced
during my first decade as a photojournalist, no

I was devastated, then angry. Photo editors

one can see the geometry of grief embedded in

were chary enough about female photographers;

each shot. At first every compositional triangle

if I couldn’t take an assignment on short notice,

tormented me: him, her, not me. Converging

they would simply cross me off their list. I was

shadows, a trademark of my early work, were

working my way up that list by taking off to

thick and soft and gray as ashes — the only

shoot last-minute stories. How could he expect

thing I could taste. Instead of feeling Robert’s

me to walk away now? Life is full of trade-offs,

hands on my body, I turned the stories that

he shrugged, always calm in the line of fire.

touched me into a body of work. Year by year,

It was the one thing I couldn’t give him, not

my imagination found its rhythm, swinging like

for a few years. And he couldn’t wait. At first I

a pendulum between precise observation and

pleaded, then cajoled, and finally ignored the

inner vision.

matter. That was easy to do, since Robert was

When I turned thirty, a magazine commissioned

traveling so much. My experience of getting

a photo essay on artisan chocolate. Remembering

my way, as a favorite child, reinforced my

the chocolatiers’ reliquaries in Brussels, I chose
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to shoot in St. Zeno’s Chapel in Rome’s Santa

word’s meaning, making holy, making whole, was

Prassede Church. This early medieval oratory

embedded in its etymology. I even came to feel

seemed the perfect setting for a story about

grateful to Robert and my disapproving Munich

the “religion” of chocolate: A cross-vaulted well

friends, who will never know how much they

of space encrusted in Byzantine-style gold and

helped me redefine prosperity. Now, at seventy,

glowing glass mosaic, it made me feel as if I

I’m composed by what I’ve learned to live

stood inside a tall, gilded jewel box.

without as much as what I’ve acquired. Honesty

I placed an altar in the center, heaping it with

became one of my sharpest lenses, cutting

chocolate faceted like diamonds, stamped like

me loose from twining conventions so I could

signet rings, molded like amulets, filigreed with

pursue the nomadic life of a photojournalist.

lavender florets; bonbons gleaming like amber

Forty years have passed since that first, scorching

and jet; lozenges luminous as moonstones;

love, and the one that has lasted — photography.

lockets of chocolate-coated nougatine biscuits

To this day, I’m intrigued by what remains when you

filled with fresh cream; cabochons lustrous as

exchange possessions and ties for inner freedom.

opal, topaz, onyx. The magazine ran four pages

That penchant brings me back to places like Jeu

of photos — my first big success — and soon

de Balle. Just now, a tough-looking guy walks

photo editors invited me to brainstorm ideas.

past, cradling a sixties-style lamp. Over there a

Frame by frame, I learned to fill my life. Mostly,

teenager stumbles a little, hoisting a dressmaker’s

I did it by telling the stories of people who were

form. At my feet a little girl spins an old globe; its

discarded. My portraits of first wives of famous

pastel countries bear abandoned names: Burma,

men, from Saudi Arabia to Hollywood, became

Ceylon, Zaire, Yugoslavia, Nyasaland.

a big American magazine feature. A photo essay

Teeming with life, this place feels more

about the fate of female Chinese babies got me

intensely real to me than any of my brief,

banned from that country and earned me an

incandescent affairs. Perhaps I trust myself too

international reputation. My love of flea markets

much these days, but that is the nomad’s natural

got me interested in classified ads and an illustrated

language, honed by resilience formed on the

story on what people got rid of and others

road. You think I’d be tired by now, but each

adopted — crossbows, Oriental dolls, wedding

journey whets my desire for the next. My dream

bands — led to a reality television show, Possessed!

project is to trace the thousands of miles that

I became fluent in four languages, at home

traders mapped over centuries: the Routes and

in as many cultures. Later in life, when I saw

Ways named Amber, Incense, Silk, Spice, Old

the Atomium in my mind’s eye as the Indian

Salt, King’s, and Saints; traveling by road, canal,

goddess Kali, I became known for evoking

galley, camel caravans, and on foot; what they

natural or even mythic forms in architecture:

took to trade, and what they brought home.

Saarinen’s roof swooping like a stingray, Gaudi’s

This is the life I’ve created. It’s bred an instinct

garlic-bulb towers and “Darth Vader” chimneys,

for the unguarded moment, in the middle of this

Gehry’s titanium waterfall at Bilbao.

busy square. Like a reflex, my camera swings up

In middle age, my life grew to feel complete
despite my sacrifices. I liked the fact that the
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Glass

Caspar David Friedrich, Window Looking over the Park, c. 1810.

I heard a bullet-like thud
before I had gotten out
		
of bed, as if someone knocked
on the glass
of the porch-side door; but
		
it wasn’t until later, that I heard

a leafless branch,
frisking her feathers and
		
rotating her head; fluffing herself,

the possibly
window-breaking thud again.
		
A sharp-shinned hawk, that must

in her attempt to
brush away the blow of
		
her head-first flight into the glass,

have seen the reflection
of herself, or was attempting to
		
pick off one of the sparrows that

and what might have
appeared to the hawk as an
		
opening through the unobstructed

nest on the north side
of the porch. I turned—
		
the sharp-shinned had returned to

air. There she was: settling;
twitching; combing her shoulder
		
and wing feathers with the curve
of her beak; and to what appeared
to be mutual surprise, there we were,
		
eyeing each other through the glass.

Wally Swist has published several books of poetry, including Huang Po and Dimensions of
Love, co-winner in the 2 0 1 1 Crab Orchard Series Open Poetry Competition, which was published by
Southern Illinois University Press in 2012. Wally Swist: Selected Poems is forthcoming from FutureCycle
Press in March 2014. His new poems appear in Appalachia, Commonweal, Mudfish, and North American
Review.
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Dan Pyle
Charcoal Artist
D an Pyle has been drawing since childhood. He showed his talents early on
and was honored several times in elementary and high school for exceptional
artwork, which at that time were paintings in oil or acrylic. From there, Pyle
began painting wall murals in residential and commercial spaces. After
experimenting with acrylic, oil, pen and ink, pencil, pastel, and watercolor, he
found that charcoal was his medium of choice. When he began using charcoal,
he focused mainly on faces and figures. As he also pursued classical ballet
training, he became inspired by the human body, studying muscles, movement,
and form. • Pyle is self-taught with virtually no formal art training. Originally
from the Pacific Northwest, Pyle eventually moved to California and settled in
West Hollywood. His charcoals evolved and improved as he discovered new
techniques and materials. Now his subjects include unconventional objects,
especially vintage, distressed items he finds and photographs in antique and
thrift stores. • His work has been exhibited throughout California, (including
Los Angeles, West Hollywood, Beverly Hills, Santa Ana, Long Beach, Pasadena,
and Palm Springs), and in New York, with clients now stretching internationally,
as far away as Canada, Germany, the United Kingdom, and Malaysia. Pyle’s
largest project to date was for The Cosmopolitan hotel, in Las Vegas, where
twenty-three pieces of his art are permanently installed as part of the hotel’s
impressive art collection. • Besides the numerous awards Pyle as earned for
his drawings, he continues to be published in various art magazines, like The
Art of Man and Drawing magazine. His work can also be found in art books,
such as Strokes of Genius V: The Best of Drawing, Important World Artists,
and Hidden Treasures art yearbook. • Most recently, Pyle has begun renting his
art for TV and movie set design.

As a child I enjoyed all kinds of art and received encouragement to draw, color,
and create. As I grew older, art became a way to make something to hang on my
walls or give as a gift. Now it is so much more than that. • Finding subjects that
interested me was difficult until I started shooting my own photographs to draw
from. Being able to pose and compose my subjects makes such a difference. I
love shadows, contrast, unconventional cropping, and negative space. I strive
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Charcoal Drawings
I love
shadows,
contrast,
unconventional
cropping, and
using
negative
space
Lost in the Moment, 2008. 21 x 21 inches (8.2 x 8.2 cm). Charcoal.

to make my charcoal drawings as realistic as possible by adding fine detail.
My work has a bit of a loneliness factor, as my subjects are mostly isolated,
cropped and often offset in the composition. This adds mystery to the piece
and allows the imagination of the viewer to fill in the spaces. • I draw a lot of
figures. Through figures I can show the powerful muscles of the male subject or
the softness of the female curves. Through a properly posed figure, my art can
tell a story that everyone may interpret in a different way. • At the same time,
I have an appreciation for objects from the past, the rust and tarnish that go
with them, and the memories they evoke. • I continue to challenge myself as an
artist. Through challenge, I learn and grow. • I read once that talent isn’t earned
or learned, it is a gift. I think all artists have a need to share that gift. I know I do.

danpyleartist.com • dan@danpyleartist.com
represented by Archangel Gallery, Palm Springs, California • Hamilton-Selway, West Hollywood,
California • Gary Gibson, Los Angeles, California • Premium Modern Art, Germany
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The Accuser, 2008. 39 x 19 inches (15.3 x 7.3 cm). Charcoal.

Prophet, 2008. 34 x 21 inches (13.3 x 8.2 cm). Charcoal.
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Charcoal Drawings

Coverup, 2014. 30 x 20 inches (11.8 x 7.8 cm). Charcoal.

Sun Dance, 2013. 32 x 21 inches (12.5 x 8.2 cm). Charcoal.
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The Appointment, 2008. 35 x 25 inches (13.7 x 9.8 cm). Charcoal.
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Charcoal Drawings

Drifting, 2011. 32 x 14 inches (12.5 x 5.5 cm). Charcoal.

Dancing Alone, 2011. 35 x 19 inches (13.7 x 9.4 cm). Charcoal.
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Joyride, 2013. 31 x 16 inches (12.2 x 6.2 cm). Charcoal and pastel.

Weary Traveler, 2014. 30 x 18 inches (11.8 x 7.0 cm). Charcoal.
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Charcoal Drawings

Liquid Assets, 2014. 20 x 16 inches (7.8 x 6.2 cm). Charcoal.
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Chartres
Matthew Brennan

Jeannie Beirne, Chartres, 2012.

Walking slowly down the center
aisle, Penner was alone in the
massive sanctuar y. A cooling
evening breeze entered through the
empt y windows like a breath, the
stained-glass removed and stored
away. Sandbags were stacked along
the walls, and further gaps had
been opened in the ceiling by the
trajector y of artiller y shells.
“Chartres” previously appeared in SmokeLong
Quarterly, May 25, 2013.

H

alf - eaten

meager

mines, Corporal Penner had seriously considered

rations still rested where they’d

detonating the rest of them, letting the cathedral

been

come

bowls

hurriedly

of

abandoned,

the

down.

German

bomb-makers

were

bread and cheese desiccated and colored with

notorious tricksters, innovative, always looking

mold, the cups once warmed with coffee now

for new ways to fool army engineers.

filmed over. The pathway that over the centuries

Penner had missed a hidden tripwire in

the penitent had crawled in supplication had

one, discovered it when a button on his sleeve

become a gathering place, a communal table

caught on the wire, and only by pure dumb luck

to its sheltered. But this sanctuary, too, the war

didn’t pull hard enough to trigger the fuse. He’d

had confiscated. Chartres was a ghost town, now

stopped then for the day, lain awake well into the

after the German retreat, the bridges, roads,

night waiting for the adrenaline to wear off; by

and buildings surrounding the cathedral mined

morning, a tremor remained. His hands weren’t

in twenty-two places with explosives, enough

shaking, he could still do his job — the tremor was

tonnage to bring down in seconds what four

internal, as if his body were impatient, restless,

generations had toiled to build.

distracted. All night, he had considered the value

Toward the end of his first day disarming the
82 | Still Point Arts Quarterly

of art, of human construction and history. He

had weighed the lives of four past generations

the coffee supply returned, but Penner was done.

against his own. No one else was there to get

This new tremor from the adrenaline of his close

hurt; no one else was there to know.

call stayed with Penner through the rest of the job.

Corporal Penner had finally fallen asleep

Mine after mine, he worked his way bridge and

planning to detonate the remaining explosives the

road around the cathedral, disarming each device

next day, unwilling to risk his life to save no others.

then storing the components until his team could

But in the morning light, Penner had beheld

dispose of them. Now, the cathedral safe, he

the cathedral with new eyes. Golden beneath the

entered the sanctuary, the first to set foot inside

dawn sun, its spires reached toward heaven, the

since the town’s evacuation, the half-eaten meals

majestic skyline of a culture, and Penner walked

still where they’d been left. He’d felt the pain of

toward it imagining himself a worshipper coming

shortage, even as an American soldier, and saw

to mass, a refugee seeking sanctuary, a sinner

the urgency of flight in this abandonment.

seeking redemption. He had heard reports from

Walking slowly down the center aisle, Penner

the Italian theater of the bombardment of the

was alone in the massive sanctuary. A cooling

abbey at Monte Cassino, and just two months

evening breeze entered through the empty

ago Hitler himself had been unable to order the

windows like a breath, the stained glass removed

destruction of Florence, preserving the Ponte

and stored away. Sandbags were stacked along

Vecchio — his

the

the walls, and further gaps had been opened

tactical necessity of its demolition. The atrocities

in the ceiling by the trajectory of artillery shells,

of war were no secret to the world, but there

though none had managed to detonate inside.

was still an honorable way to wage war. Penner

It was some kind of miracle, Penner understood,

resumed his work, using the lingering tremor’s

that the cathedral still stood against this bomb-

reminder to be more cautious and thorough.

leveled landscape, and for the first time he saw

favorite

bridge — despite

Months before, Penner had fought another kind

himself as an instrument in a hand beyond the

of tremor, fatal to anyone working with explosives.

U.S. Army. One thing he had always liked about

Earlier in the war, he had coped with the strain of

working on a bomb squad was never having a

prolonged focus in his work by drinking coffee

supervisor looking over his shoulder. He felt

almost constantly to stay awake. Then his army

an unexpected peace at finding this freedom

division ran out. The quartermasters promised to

no longer true, nor wanted. Standing in the

get more soon, but soon was too late. For three

center of the medieval labyrinth at the cruciform

days, Penner excused himself from duty, his

crossing, evening sunlight slanting brightly

hands shaking violently, piercing aches sprinting

through the empty window frames, he realized

through his head. When the withdrawal was over,

that the tremors had gone.



Matthew Brennan is a writer, editor, translator, and blogger from the Pacific northwest. His
work has received several awards and fellowships, and more than sixty of his short fictions and poetry
translations have been published in journals, including The Citron Review, SmokeLong Quarterly,
Emerge Literary Journal, The Los Angeles Review, and Superstition Review. He earned his M.F.A. in
fiction at Arizona State University.
• matthewbrennan.net
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M inor White and the Quest for Spirit
Roy Money

Minor White, American, 1908–1976, Two Barns and Shadow, 1955, Gelatin silver print, 18.0 x 23.4 cm (image/paper);
34.9 x 40.6 cm (mount), The Art Institute of Chicago, 1955.2701, The Art Institute of Chicago.
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One of the interesting things about White was his persistent return to the word spirit, which has related but
different associations than spiritual. Though spiritual has been traditionally associated with religious devotion,
in the now more secular era of western societies it has come to have connotations with the psychology of peak
experiences and non-western religions. Spirit is often used to suggest the incorporeal or invisible as in the
Latin spiritus for breath, as well as to suggest life and energy. Whereas spiritual connotes an experience, spirit
suggests something other than our selves. That is certainly the sense in which White used it, when he wrote of
his desire “to invoke the invisible with the visible.”

M

inor White (1908–1976) was one of

has also been an ageless source of inspiration

the most influential photographers

for artists exploring the uncharted domains of

of the twentieth century, and he

human awareness and creativity.

generated considerable controversy in his last

Many people are unaware of the importance

years for the promotion of spirituality. I met him

of spiritual and metaphysical issues in the

early in my introduction to photography and

development of modernist art. Indeed many

admired his work. I recently renewed my interest

artists were reluctant to talk about this, fearing

in him because of a developing involvement in

it would be misunderstood. Picasso is credited

Zen practice and efforts to explore spirituality in

with saying “Something sacred, that’s it. We

relation to my own photographs.

ought to be able to say that word, or something

White was not only an important artist but

like it, but people would take it the wrong

also a teacher, editor, and curator, and his

way . . . would put a wrong interpretation on

language of spirit and spirituality came at a

it. And yet it’s the nearest we can get to the

time when it had declining credibility in the

truth.” (Parmelin) In that sense Minor White’s

art world. Though this language had a certain

concern with spirituality was notable because

resonance within the wider cultural scene

of ways he made an issue of it. In addition,

of the sixties, it was an early and continuing

his last decade roughly coincided with the

theme for White that was no doubt stimulated

end of the modernist period in art and the

by the challenge of living as a homosexual in

development of competing sensibilities that

an era before gay rights. Spirituality has long

superseded concerns about any transcendent

been associated with finding relief from the

or universal truth. Nevertheless, 2014 saw a

misfortunes and injustices of the social world,

major retrospective of White’s work at the J.

as well as finding purpose in the midst of

Paul Getty Museum, Manifestations of the Spirit.

uncertainty and doubt. Of course spirituality

One of the interesting things about White was

Roy Money began writing about art while at the University of Delaware working on his M.F.A. in
photography. Subsequent to that he became a student of Zen and has published on both photography
and Zen. He met Minor White when he lived in Boston and has studied with two photography teachers who
were students of White. A Zen practice continues to be a major influence on his use of the camera, as are
writers who articulate a deep connection with the natural world.
• roymoney.com
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his persistent return to the word spirit, which

York City where he met Alfred Stieglitz

has slightly different associations than the word

and other modern artists. Stieglitz had

spiritual. Though spiritual has been traditionally

reproduced excerpts of Wassily Kandinsky’s

associated with religious devotion, in the now

seminal thesis, Concerning the Spiritual in

more secular era of western societies it has

Art, in a 1912 volume of the photographic

come to have connotations with the psychology

journal Camera Work. Stieglitz seems to

of peak experiences and non-western religions.

have derived elements of his theory of

Spirit is often used to suggest the incorporeal

equivalence from Kandinsky. Indeed White

or invisible as in the Latin spiritus for breath,

was enormously influenced by Stieglitz, and

as well as to suggest life and energy. Whereas

his concept of equivalence was something

spiritual connotes an experience, spirit suggests

that White advanced and developed for the

something other than our selves. That is certainly

rest of his life. He wrote extensively about

the sense in which White used it, when he wrote

it, and in 1970 he received a Guggenheim

of his desire “to invoke the invisible with the

Fellowship for his work. “If the individual

visible.” (1959)

viewer realizes that for him what he sees in
a picture corresponds to something within

A rmy L etters
For Minor White spirit was another realm, one
he seems to have first recognized in the poems
of William Blake, and one he experienced
deeply during his military service when he was
surrounded by death and struggling with his
homosexuality. In Rites and Passages James
Baker Hill shares excerpts from nine letters White
wrote about his war experience. These letters
suggest the authenticity of White’s spiritual
quest that occupied him for the rest of his life
as he explored a variety of spiritual traditions
and methodologies. White wrote about a sense
of solemnity that has a deeper pleasure than
joy, “like a river turning into a powerful column
as it rolls over the edge of a cliff.” Hill describes
it as “an awareness of White’s sacred origins
in the Creation, where all things are known to
be everywhere all the time, each moment a
reenactment of the cosmogony.”

E dward Weston
White left New York for California in 1946 to
work with Ansel Adams at the California School
of Fine Arts. There he became identified with
a west coast style of photography associated
with Adams and Edward Weston, another
photographer who had a strong influence
on White. White made repeated trips to visit
Weston and was inspired by his photography
of intimate landscapes, whether vegetables,
the female body, or the rocks of Point Lobos.
In a 1931 statement Weston wrote: “Life is a
coherent whole: rocks, clouds, trees, shells,
torsos, smokestacks, peppers, are interrelated,
interdependent parts of the whole. Rhythms
from one become symbols of all.” (Lyons)

A lfred Stieglitz
After being discharged from the Army
in 1945, Minor White spent time in New

P erennial P hilosophy
As a natural port of entry for trans-Pacific
immigrants, San Francisco had a community of

86 | Still Point Arts Quarterly

himself — that is, the photograph mirrors
something in himself — then his experience
is some degree of Equivalence.” (1963)

Minor White and the Quest for Spirit

individuals exploring Asian literature, including

to explore the possibilities of a more direct

Aldous Huxley, Kenneth Rexroth, Alan Watts,

perception that he was familiar with from

Alan Ginsberg, and Gary Snyder. What White

Blake’s poems and paintings and that he had

seemed to sense and articulated sometimes

also written about in The Perennial Philosophy.

imprecisely was a strain of spirituality that was
cross-cultural. This was popularized at different
times by the American Transcendentalists and
the Theosophical Society, and at mid-century
by the publication of Aldous Huxley’s book
The Perennial Philosophy. It seems unlikely
that White was unaware of this book as it was
publicized widely and received enthusiastically.
But whatever White’s knowledge of this book,
his developing awareness was resonant with a
sensibility that traces its European origins back
to Gottfried Leibniz, is reflected in many eras
and cultures, and presents mysticism as the
essence of all religions.

The D oors of P erception
Though the west coast was a center of Asian
cultural influence, it was after White’s move
to Rochester in 1953 that he undertook
extensive reading in comparative religion
and the Orient. White is known to have read
Aldous Huxley’s The Doors of Perception. It is
worth remembering that though this book was
published in 1954 as an account of Huxley’s
experience with mescaline, its title was taken
from William Blake’s poem “The Marriage of
Heaven and Hell:”
If the doors of perception were cleansed
everything would appear to man as it is,
infinite.

C arlos C astenada and A nimism
White sometimes assigned his students to read
Carlos Castaneda’s A Separate Reality. This
was a follow-up to Castenada’s first book, The
Teachings of Don Juan, which created such a
sensation that Castenada made the cover of
Time magazine as the “Godfather of the New
Age.” Though much of Castaneda’s popularity
had to do with the use of hallucinogenic drugs,
his writing was ostensibly an account of time
spent with a Toltec shaman who introduced
him to another way of seeing, “of perceiving
energy directly as it flows through the universe.”
Castenada acquired a wide, though short-lived,
following, and White perceived elements of
wisdom in the writing that overlapped with his
other religious explorations. The importance
of Castenada’s writing was as a contemporary
narrative about animism: a nondual perspective
that harkens back to one of the earliest
expressions of perennial philosophy.
Though Castenada’s account of his
apprenticeship with Don Juan eventually
lost much of its credibility, other writers
have explored animism and the wisdom of
indigenous cultures in a more credible way
that vindicates White’s interest in Castenada.
David Abram, ecologist and philosopher,
wrote about one of several states of mind
common to many indigenous oral peoples:

For man has closed himself up, till he
sees all things through narrow chinks of

Each phenomenon has the ability to

his cavern.

affect and influence the space around
the other beings in its vicinity. Every

Huxley’s use of mescaline was an attempt

perceived thing is felt to be animate
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– to be (at least potentially) alive. The

nature that is pervasive but often intangible

surrounding world is then experienced

or implicit. In Taoism Chi is considered to

less as a collection of objects than as a

be a fundamental property of the physical

community of active agents, or subjects.

world, which if individuals recognize and

Indeed, every human community would

nourish, can be more fully revealed in their

seem to be nested within a wider, more-

activity. Though Tao originally meant way as

than-human community of beings.

in pathway, Lao Tzu recast it as a spiritual path
that was in harmony with the process of nature.

Human beings are not considered separate

In addition, contemporary translation shows

from the rest of reality but deeply intertwined

Tao to be dynamic, as in momentum and

with it in stories and myths that have been

creative expression, rather than a particular

superseded in large part by the advance of

well defined path. (Laozi, Ames, and Hall) In

civilization. Joan Halifax, anthropologist and

The Zen of Creativity, John Daido Loori, one

Zen priest, wrote of the nonduality described

of Minor White’s students and an influential

by Lakota elder Black Elk: “I was seeing in

American Zen teacher, wrote about creativity

a sacred manner the shapes of all things in

and Chi:

the spirit, and the shape of all things as they
must live together like one being.” For many

The Chi of a being or object is its spirit. It

indigenous cultures there is no distinction

is the breath or living force that produces

between the natural and the supernatural.

and permeates all life and activity. It
can be sensed but is difficult to define.

Taoism
A central part of White’s legacy is his twentyplus-year editorship of Aperture, a journal for
fine art photography in the spirit of Alfred
Stieglitz’s Camera Work. White intended to
pay tribute to the legacy of Stieglitz in volume
seven (1959) of Aperture, giving it the title “The
Way Through Camera Work.” White proposed
to “set forth a mid-century, contemporary,
highly condensed view of a philosophy
(Camera Work) which is a name for our most
spiritual and poetic use of photography.” The
section begins with alternate meanings of
the Chinese word Chi: breath, air, manner,
influence, weather, Breath of Heaven, spirit,
and vital force. Clearly White wanted to
establish a correspondence between the
(often other worldly) western concept of spirit
and an eastern concept of an element in
88 | Still Point Arts Quarterly

Ultimately it must be engaged through
intuition, not through our intellect.
In other words, “The Way Through Camera
Work” could be reframed as The Tao of
Camera Work, or even The Zen of Camera
Work, as the concept of Tao is very central to
the understanding of Zen Buddhism and its
Chinese predecessor Chan Buddhism.

Zen
Minor White also promoted Eugen Herrigel’s
Zen in the Art of Archery in his teaching. As a
contemplative artist Zen had great appeal to White
with its rich history of artistic practices. In Edward
Weston: The Spirit of Zen from Lao-tse to Louis
Armstrong, Amy Conger gives us reason to believe
that Weston was not only inspired by Japanese art
but also by Zen literature, and this was not likely lost

Minor White and the Quest for Spirit

Minor White, American, 1908–1976, Twisted Tree, Point Lobos, California, 1951, Gelatin silver print, 23.8 x 17.7 cm (image/
paper); 40.7 x 35 cm (mount), The Art Institute of Chicago, 1955.2703, The Art Institute of Chicago.
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on Minor White. About 1946 Edward Weston sent

is a special kind of blank. It is a very active

Minor White feedback to the draft of an article that

state of mind really, a very receptive state

White had composed about Weston’s photographs.

of mind, ready at an instant to grasp an

He summed up his response to White by writing:

image, yet with no image pre-formed in it
at any time. We should note that the lack

[This] “Old Zen saying” says more that

of a pre-formed pattern or preconceived

I will say in the following letter: “To a

idea of how anything ought to look is

man who knows nothing, mountains are

essential to this blank condition. Such a

mountains, waters are waters and trees

state of mind is not unlike a sheet of film

are trees. But when he has studied and

itself — seemingly inert, yet so sensitive

knows a little, mountains are no longer

that a fraction of a second’s exposure

mountains, water is no longer water and

conceives a life in it. (1959)

trees no longer trees. But when he has
thoroughly understood, mountains are
once again mountains, waters are waters
and trees are trees.”
Though there is no record that White studied
with a Zen teacher, he did conduct meditation
sessions with his students in Rochester. It
was also during that period that he drew
on Zen literature for titles of his images and
photographic sequences, including one of his
most famous ones, The Sound of One Hand,
the name of a well-known Zen koan.
In 1968 White wrote: “My unfolding has
been a growing pattern of awareness of the
cosmos surrounding all of us constantly . . . the
greatest hindrance has been my pride.” (1969)
Substitute for pride the word ego, the source
of pride, and you have a clear understanding of
the conventional western sense of separateness
that in eastern thought is considered to hinder
the awareness of wisdom. Here White seems to
articulate the application of this to camerawork:
The state of mind of a photographer
while creating is a blank . . . For those
who would equate “blank” with a kind of
static emptiness, I must explain that this
90 | Still Point Arts Quarterly

C amera Work , E quivalence , Spirit and P rayer
Following up on his 1959 writing in Aperture
of camerawork as the most spiritual and
poetic use of photography, White wrote in
1963 an important paper on equivalence as a
perennial trend in art. He relates equivalence
in photography to the concept of “expressive
forms and shapes” in painting and poetry,
thus emphasizing the common metaphorical
quality in all three domains. He asserted that
every artistic trend or style may function as
a gateway to the central significance of the
aesthetic experience which he calls “Spirit.” The
suggestion of a commonality in the best styles
of evolving art bears a remarkable parallel to
the supposition in Perennial Philosophy of a
common denominator in the varied wisdom
traditions of the world, and the nature of that
wisdom commonality exhibits correspondence
to White’s formulation of Spirit as the central
significance of aesthetic experience.
In his opening statement for his 1972 curated
exhibit Octave of Prayer, he links camerawork
and equivalence to spirit and then to grace and
prayer. So grace, for White, is like spirit and Chi:
something essential of the object of attention is
realized and manifested because there is a free

Minor White and the Quest for Spirit

flow of associations and energy, and an active

sorts of methods and disciplines over the years,

receptivity and sensitivity like a blank sheet of

ranging from ritual and meditation to ingested

film or a mirror. If grace is associated with giving

substances. The result has been described in

oneself to God, and Chi with attuning oneself

various ways as direct perception, mysticism,

to the energy of the world, what they have in

and non-dual awareness.

common is “letting go” and entering into the

If the essence of mysticism is a unitary

life outside ourselves, beyond our egos and

awareness of reality, it nonetheless often seems

agendas. For thirteenth-century Zen Master

to privilege the invisible, as distinct from the

Dogen Kigen, the “dropping off of body and

physical reality we all inhabit, as somehow more

mind” was the path to realization. That White

fundamental. Despite its association with non-

associates spirit with prayer is no doubt an

duality, mysticism can suggest to some a divided

artifact of his affinity for the Christian mysticism

reality of matter and spirit, visible and invisible,

of William Blake and Evelyn Underhill.

relative and absolute, profane and sacred.
Another way to understand this is as an awareness

Transcendence or I nterpenetration
In White’s formulation, equivalence occurs
when both subject matter and rendering are
transcended and “matter becomes spirit.” Is
it that matter is transmuted into spirit or that
the vitality of matter is made manifest by a
perception of aesthetic significance? For
William Blake the Holy Spirit was the presence
of God manifesting itself in the world. For
Paul Cézanne it wasn’t a question of spirit but
the idea of himself as a vehicle for his subject
matter expressing itself through him, as in:

of

complementarity,

in

which

competing

conceptual distinctions can function without
obscuring

their

inherent

interdependence,

and in which the necessity of language does
not obscure its limitations in representing the
fullness of reality. The Taoist symbol of Yin and
Yang, now familiar to many people, is a good
illustration of this interdependent and nondual character because the two contrasting
elements are interlocked and complimentary.
(Laozi, Ames, and Hall) Though there are two
entities, they define each other by what each is
not, and so neither can exist without the other.

The

reflective,

In Zen there is a postulation of two

human, and thinks itself though me. I

Landscape

becomes

contrasting and complementary truths: that

make it an object, let it project itself and

of “ordinary” reality — mediated by concepts

endure within my painting . . . I become

we use to navigate the conventions of daily

the subjective consciousness of the

life — and

landscape, and my painting becomes its

awareness of what is prior to the ubiquitous

that

of

“ultimate”

reality — an

objective consciousness. (Medina)

distinctions of myriad discrete entities. These
two perspectives are often referred to as

Whether this kind of artistic inspiration is

form and emptiness, and the Heart Sutra, a

considered divine or natural, it is generally

foundational text in Zen, proclaims them to be

considered to be made possible by a widening of

two different ways of seeing the same thing:

awareness, an emptying of self and an opening

the present time manifestation of the essential

to the unconscious that has been abetted by all

impermanence of all things as revealed in their
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transformations through the past and into the

The postmodernist sensibility that followed

future.

the Coleman-White controversy left even less
room for an appreciation of Minor White’s

O ctave of P rayer
Minor White refers to Octave of Prayer as
a “proclamation of the option of prayer in
photography.” Though he proposed Spirit as
what was most aesthetically significant in art (1963)
and equivalence/camerawork as the concept/
discipline that can achieve that in photography,
in the 1972 text he equates camerawork with
conscious prayer. Though Spirit and prayer share
some overlap White seems to blur meanings and
boundaries and here his text can read more like
an evangelical tract.
When White’s embrace of spirituality
became even more public in the 1972 Octave
of Prayer exhibit, the photography critic A.
D. Coleman wrote a scathing review in his
Village Voice column. Coleman clearly had
no sympathy or patience for things religious,
but he was also disturbed by White’s selfserving hierarchy of awareness and his lack
of intellectual rigor. Coleman was particularly
attentive to the political nature of photography
and saw in White’s mysticism a retreat from the
real world and its exigencies. A contrasting
view is provided by acclaimed poet and Zen
essayist Gary Snyder: “The mercy of the West
has been social revolution. The mercy of the
East has been individual insight into the basic
self/void. We need both.” (1969) Or consider
the comments of Eugene Richards, a student
of Minor White who went on to become an
accomplished photojournalist and socially
concerned photographer. “I didn’t have a
split between White’s photography and what I
wanted to do. . . . What White gave me was the
sense that I was about to put my soul and ideas
out there and there were no excuses.” (Adams)
92 | Still Point Arts Quarterly

work. Attention shifted away from depth
psychology and universal themes to social
criticism, irony, and skepticism of grand
narratives. In photography there was declining
interest in the representation of the observed
and increasing interest in the construction and
direction of images for the camera. Though
postmodernist philosophy finds a rich variety
of expressions its embrace of particularities
and diversity often results in an acceptance of
relativism antithetical to a spiritual quest for
meaning.
In his last few invitational exhibitions at
M.I.T., White was subjected to harsh criticism;
even one of his oldest students and friends
who shared his esoteric interests criticized
his too hasty language. For James Baker
Hill, White’s authorized biographer, “Minor’s
greatest strength was his intuitive mind and
his artistry.” His writing about spirituality
was notably bold and explicit, if sometimes
vague and incomplete. I am reminded of Walt
Whitman’s line: “Do I contradict myself? Very
well, then I contradict myself, I am large, I
contain multitudes.” White was fundamentally
a spiritual seeker and explorer finding wisdom
where he could and following his own path
without much concern for who was behind him.
White often spoke of himself as a wanderer
and in his last few months he published a piece
in Parabola in which he identified himself with
the heroes of old quest myths. Whatever his
limitations White presented a remarkably
courageous example of the spiritual quest.
Along the way he left behind an immeasurably
rich legacy of images and a critically important
advocacy for photographic art.



Minor White and the Quest for Spirit

Minor White, American, 1908–1976, Grand Tetons, September 13, 1959, printed 1959/60, Gelatin
silver print, from the portfolio Sequence 15 (1959), 24.9 x 31.6 cm (image/paper); 40.6 x 51 cm
(mount), Photography Gallery Fund, 1960.266, The Art Institute of Chicago.
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Rebecca Rothey
Photographer
R ebecca R othey

studied photography under Geoff Delanoy while working
towards her undergraduate degree in philosophy at the University of Notre Dame,
Maryland. She was an adult, part-time student, and photography allowed her a muchneeded creative respite from the pressures of work and school. She has continued
making images since her graduation in 2007. • Her earliest influence was The
Family of Man. Her parents owned it, and she recollects looking at the images over
and over again. She also has childhood memories of being in the darkroom as her
father developed images. Her grandfather was an avid street photographer, using
a Leica M5, and her mother was a professional artist and watercolorist. • Rothey
learned photography by developing film and making her own gelatin silver prints
using traditional darkroom techniques. She worked in the darkroom for ten years
before purchasing her first digital camera in 2008. • In 2006, she took a workshop
with Peter Turnley, photojournalist and humanitarian street photographer, which
inspired a love for street photography. • Rothey’s images have earned her awards
from the Baltimore Camera Club, the Worldwide Photography Gala Awards, the
Photo Review’s 2011 Photo Competition, and the IPA Lucie Awards. Several
of her images have been published in Black and White Magazine. • In addition,
Rothey’s work has been shown locally, published in various regional publications,
and juried into group exhibitions nationally. She is based in Maryland and works as a
philanthropic advisor at the Baltimore Community Foundation. She enjoys the visual
inspiration provided by local and international travel.

I make images because it slows me down and helps me observe things I wouldn’t
notice otherwise. In 2006, I took a workshop from Peter Turnley, who talked about
the difference between taking and making an image. Most of the time, I take images. I
shoot every opportunity I have, knowing that I’ll never do anything with the vast majority
of pictures I take. But the process gets me into seeing mode and turns on what I call
“my photo brain.” • When my photo brain is on, I see everything differently. I’m constantly
looking at the artistic potential of everything I observe in the world around me. I move
more slowly, linger, and enjoy the moment. This work style gives me the freedom
to experiment, to hone my eye, and to discern what I do and do not like in imagery. •
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One Step at a Time
Making
images
slows me
down and
helps me
observe
things I
wouldn’t
notice
otherwise.
Shibao Mountain, China, 2015.

This series began in just that way in 2013. I was making images at the National
Arboretum in Washington, D.C. in spring. There was a brick staircase leading to a
landscaped walkway. I took a photograph of the lines leading to a hedge at the end
of the path. Then I looked down and noticed that the bricks on the staircase were
aged and interesting. I lowered the camera, allowing the top portion of the image
to be out of focus. What resulted was an image I found aesthetically pleasing and
unique to my way of seeing. • I call the portfolio “One Step at a Time” because I
want to voice that sense of capturing the moment a step represents as it is being
crossed unnoticed.

rotheyphotography.com • rotheyr@verizon.net
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Hotel Kitano, New York City, 2013.

Macy’s, New York City, 2013.
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One Step at a Time

Subway, New York City, 2014.

New York Public Library, New York City, 2015.
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Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts, 2014.

Science Museum, Balboa Park, San Diego, California, 2013.
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Spanish Pavilion, Balboa Park, San Diego, California, 2013.

Convention Center, San Diego, California, 2013.
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Songzanlin Monastery, Shangri La, China, 2015.

Neighborhood, Baltimore, Maryland, 2014.
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One Step at a Time

National Arboretum, Washington, D. C., 2013

Hunter Museum, Chattanooga, Tennessee, 2015.
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Petra noticed the earth at the back of the shelves had a distinct blue color.
She pressed her fingertips into its mass and followed its path behind the
preserves. Outside, digging a few feet away from the wall, she was delighted
to pick up the seam of blue clay that extended for several feet.

W

aves chase one another along

May, as is their habit, they planted a communal

the lakeshore, tossing fresh water

garden, anticipating enough root vegetables to

to the morning. The air smells like

supply them for the winter. Tucking gloves into a

wind. Fish swim close to the lake’s surface, their

pocket, slinging the pitchfork over her shoulder,

scales radiant with diffused light.

Petra walks to the gate. Ingrid and Kathryn are

Petra wakes. Bracing herself for a rush of cool

down the road toting burlap sacks; Elsa and

air, she pushes the quilt off her warm body and

Emma bring shovels. They greet one another in

rises. She likes mornings like this, getting a

the morning air. Protesting hand-pulled wagons

head start on the sun, the house still filled with

rattle along on wooden frames as they tread the

the aroma of wood from last night’s fire in the

path to the garden. Brawny hills swell on the far

stove. Standing at the window, stretching and

side of the lake. The yellow poplars wind along

scratching, she awakens her frame; her elbows

the backs of the hilltops like a trail of golden

stick out like bird’s wings as her fingers flutter up

flames.

and down her ribs. She scans the pewter sky.

The women are familiar with the soil, its texture

Her work clothes, an assortment of old skirts,

and scent. Earth’s creation, minerals transformed

sweaters, and a pair of Jan’s trousers hang from a

over time form pigments of a rich variety of

peg behind the door. She pulls on two sweaters

shades. The penetrating soil is carried home on

this grey morning, knowing she will remove one

boots or under fingernails after a day of toil.

of them as the day warms. Folding her babushka

Bent over the potato hills, their skirts sway

into a triangle, she ties it under her chin in a solid

around their hips as they labor. The air fills with

knot.

the smell of musk and the thunking sound of

Petra is to join the other women of the hamlet to

potatoes being tossed into piles. They shout out

dig potatoes down by the lake. These are women

to one another as they toil, digging and shaking

she has known since girlhood, whose parents

plants, releasing clinging soil, pleased that the

settled here from the old country long ago. In

produce is hearty and free of blight. Potatoes

Linda Faulkner is a poet, novelist, and short story writer. She writes daily. Her stories become
an orchestration of characters, dialogue, environment, setting, and action. She enjoys creating word
configurations and playing with language.
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scattered to dry in the sun like bronze stones

cozy slippers when Jan’s feet were rotting with

are later piled into wagons to be stored for

gangrene. Neighbors came with food and

winter meals.

medicines, taking turns comforting Jan in his

At midday when the sun is warm, backs

delirium.

stretch and skirts are shaken free of soil. Sitting

“Cut them off,” he roared one feverish night,

on rugs placed close to the edge of the lake,

sitting upright from a stony slumber. Six farm

they hear the deep blue water lapping on the

men drew straws while Jan lay in a stupor. The

shores as they share their meal laid out on a

women huddled in the chilly kitchen, holding

clean tablecloth. Cheese, butter, and coarse-

Petra in a solid embrace. Two men came

grained bread are passed and shared along

forward, their expressions as dull as driftwood,

with pickles and applesauce. They eat, wiping

and felled their axes upon his legs. Thump.

their mouths with the backs of their hands, and

He died soon after, blood splattered over the

drink black tea. Sometimes they sing songs

kitchen like they had just butchered a lamb.

from their native German heritage. They are

Jan, swaddled in several layers of old sheets,

all past child bearing now, grandmothers

was carried out in the cold night air to the

some of them. Petra is the first widow.

neighbor’s barn. His legs went into the outside
fire, along with the wooden blood-drenched

Jan died of an injury four years ago. Spring

bucket and rags used to clean the kitchen.

was everywhere, blooming and warm. Petra

It was only then that Petra allowed Emma

was outside washing the front windows when

to remove her shrunken boots, revealing white,

she heard her name hollered out . . . “Mutter!”

grub-like feet. Her socks had etched the knit

Her son, George, was running, stumbling up

design into her flesh, like she was born that

the dirt road beside a makeshift stretcher.

way. It was only then that she allowed herself

The bucket of soapy water slipped from

to be bathed and clothed in her flannel gown

Petra’s hands, splashing her feet, drenching

and put to bed like a child where she dreamed

her leather boots. Jan groaned from the cot,

of the times Jan chased her in the woods on

each movement agony. Bound around his

his strong, lanky limbs.

feet and legs was a blanket, thick with blood,

Time stayed long. Her once skilled, useful

wrapped in a desperate attempt to staunch

hands hung limp in her lap. Her mind was dull.

the bleeding. A bank of stone and clay had

Every day one of the women came with food.

collapsed into a trench he was digging,

They stayed, talking, until the day came when

crushing his legs, trapping him there for

Petra put on her apron, filled her wood stove,

hours until someone heard his calls.

and made her own bread.

For two weeks Petra slept in a chair beside
him, bathing his swollen, battered legs. She

S easons passed, and one afternoon while

refused to remove her own boots, denying

settling her vegetables in the cold storage

herself the comfort of a warm foot bath and

area Petra noticed the earth at the back of the
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shelves had a distinct blue color. She pressed

her body into spheres. Petra bedewed Blue’s

her fingertips into its mass and followed its

form with lake water, swaddled her in Jan’s old

path behind the preserves. Outside, digging

shirt and placed her in the cupboard nearest

a few feet away from the wall, she was

the lake summoning the dampness to ease

delighted to pick up the seam of blue clay

into Blue, keeping her moist and alive. When

that extended for several feet. It was dense

she was complete, as woman herself, Petra

and marbled with soft brown swirls. She put

opened the shirt and allowed Blue’s form to

a small amount in her bucket, brought it into

dry slowly.

the shed, put a few scoops into a tub, and
poured water up to the top, letting the mass

S pring came green and sudden like it does in

settle overnight. Next morning she pressed

northern hemispheres. The day was splendid;

it through a screen to remove stones and

hot for May, the sun shone white and glowing.

debris. Working with it reminded Petra of

In the back yard, seams of blue clay, potent

the lake, the wedging and the molding on

with life, presented themselves for future

her wooden work table shared the rhythm

creations. A pail of clay slip sat nearby.

of the waves on the shore. It was as though

Petra burst out the door into the morning,

the clay loved to be touched, responding to

leaving her shoes and babushka inside.

her capable hands as she rolled and plied it

Her fingers free her hair from its choking

into a provocative form, elongated and fluid.

coil worn since childhood, and her tresses

A woman’s shape emerged. Petra gouged,

warm in the sun. Splashing and dipping into

pinched, and scored impressions into the clay.

the water trough, she drenches her dress.

Pebbles, seeds, bark, or wire found their way

Stooping, she lifts her sodden hem up over

into the creation of the form. Petra sculpted

her head and drapes her clothes on the

a skirt from thin flattened clay, cross-hatching

branch of a tree. Naked, she approaches the

a design, pressing the back seam closed with

pail of slip, her hands scoop into the wetness

her finger nail. A loose clay shawl crossed

of the earthy stuff. Smearing her shins and

over her bosom, fastened at the waist. About

legs, her belly and breasts, her hands move

to make a babushka similar to her own, Petra

to coat her neck with slithery fingers. She

changed her plan and created tresses from

covers her outstretched arms, noticing the

clay coils rolled between her finger tips, thin

perfection of fine golden hairs bent from the

as flower stalks. Free and wild.

mud’s burden.

Blue. Petra chose to name her Blue. The

Encased in blue greyness, Petra turns her

name defined her deep character, her physical

body in the shaft of sunbeams, feeling the

tone, and the lake nearby. Blue was the color

warm, tightening dampness. Plucking new

of flowers and the sky. Blue was fragile and

leaves, she presses the sticky shards into her

must not dry too quickly or she may crack,

blue skin where they cling. She stands resolute

split down the side like a fissure had divided

in the sun.
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Satomi
and the

Mona L isa
Leslie Ihde

Leonardo da Vinci, The Mona Lisa, c. 1503.

Satomi’s story illustrates what a creative and devoted mind can do
with sustained insight amidst a moment of despair.
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F

irst published as Passionate Journey:

melting into Mona Lisa’s smile. Smiling like

The Spiritual Autobiography of Satomi

the Madonna brought peace and joy to

Myodo and then reissued as Journey in

Satomi’s body. Beginning with the smile on

Search of the Way, this autobiography chronicles

her lips, the warmth of her expression spread

the journey of a Japanese woman’s search for

quickly throughout her body and banished

enlightenment. Satomi lived from 1896 to 1978,

the troublesome attitudes she struggled to

certainly some of the most difficult years in

transcend. Noticing the soft power of her

Japan’s history. The story reveals the darkness,

own smile, Satomi was struck by a revelation.

urgency, and extremity of Satomi’s effort. She

She determined to smile first, no matter

did some terrible things in her life, like abandon

what. Smiling first became her every moment

her child. She also never gave up. Ultimately,

practice. In her own words:

she attained releasement while studying under
Yasutani Roshi. What I’d like to discuss in this

Quickly, before anything could happen, I

essay is a practice that Satomi discovered

cut off all deluded thoughts with my sharp

and developed, becoming a support to the

sword of a smile — and the results were

occasion of her letting go, or waking up.

one hundred percent. By smiling first, I was

At the time she developed the practice,

always clear and bright, and I could handle

Satomi worked for the wife of a Buddhist teacher.

whatever came up. (Journey In Search of

Although the teacher was kind, his wife was very

the Way, 1993)

difficult to work for. This woman was impatient,
quick to find fault with Satomi, and generally

Satomi continued this practice no matter what

hard to please. Satomi, who was struggling to

irritation, anger, or sorrow arose within her. The

be a good Buddhist, tried, to no avail, to use

depth of her practice is reflected by Satomi’s

each difficulty as a spiritual lesson. Try as she

subsequent gratitude to the very woman who

might, she couldn’t overcome her own angry

had been her petty tyrant. In her autobiography,

reactions. Finally Satomi devised a practice

she describes how upon her awakening she was

that helped her situation.

overcome by warmth toward the very ones who

In the guest room of her teacher’s home

had once been the occasion of her torment.

hung a reproduction of The Mona Lisa. Satomi

The discovery of a practice is a wonderful

was profoundly affected by the famous smile

happening. In this case, Satomi’s discovery was

worn by the woman in the painting. Each time

almost indistinguishable from insight. In seeing

she passed the image, Satomi contemplated

the Mona Lisa’s beautiful, subtle smile, Satomi

the smile. Gradually, Satomi found herself

intuited a peace that transcended every petty

LESLIE IHDE is a psychotherapist, artist, and spiritual teacher. As an adolescent, she attended just three
Quaker meetings. Too young to drive and unable to persuade her mother to drive her to the meetings
regularly, she did not encounter another rich spiritual influence until college. There she met a mystic who was
to become her mentor for some thirty years. Leslie offers guided spiritual self-inquiry, drawing inspiration
from the Quaker meeting, Zen Buddhism, Socratic philosophy, and mysticism. She lives in upstate New York.
• spiritualself-inquiry.com
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torture of her daily life. As the Mona Lisa smiles

Perhaps your suffering is more vague. You are

gently, Satomi, too, practiced a subtle smile.

only able to say that what you are experiencing

Perhaps there is no greater tribute to the Mona

does not measure up to the happiness you crave.

Lisa’s smile than this story of how it inspired a

As someone once said to me, “I can’t say exactly

seeker.

what I want or what would make me happy, but I

Satomi’s story illustrates what a creative and
devoted mind can do with sustained insight

can say what doesn’t make me happy.” Noticing
what doesn’t work is also perception.

amidst a moment of despair. Her story is all the

Our attempts to realize fulfillment include

more palpable because her frustrations are the

generous portions of trial and error. We twist

daily and ordinary kind. She was born in 1896,

this way and that, usually with little clarity, as

but she could easily have expressed the same

we seek happiness. I often reflect on Satomi’s

frustrations with a boss or peer in any kitchen or

discovery almost as if it were my own memory. I

work environment today.

imagine that I am working under a petty tyrant.

Satomi’s story elevates petty suffering to a level

I try different approaches. Perhaps I can be

of significance that is warranted. Usually we are

unaffected? No, not for long. My emotions boil

ashamed of our little sufferings. Yet these small

to the surface and redden my cheeks. Maybe

sufferings make up the consequential content of

I can merge with my task and feel a oneness

our daily lives. To bypass their virtues would be

with the doing? Yes, but soon the voice of the

a spiritual loss. The content of most of our pain is

petty tyrant interrupts me. Then an image of

rather ordinary. Certainly there are the big ones:

the Mona Lisa rises before me. I picture clearly

sickness, old age, and death. But ordinarily our trials

her enigmatic smile. She knows something.

are the little ones: jealousy, bitterness, hurt, and

What does she know? I smile myself, letting

loss. What matters, I often tell my students, is not

the warmth of my smile open my body to the

the smallness of our hurts but the greatness of the

universe. When I feel tension and resistance, I

spirit with which we respond to these hurts. Each

smile through it, and surrender my attitudes

occasion grants us an opportunity to transcend.

as if they were so many items in my home to

We are the “petty tyrants” to one another. A petty

cast off. I clear the space of my body/mind with

tyrant, a term introduced by Carlos Castaneda in

Mona Lisa’s smile. “Smile first” becomes my

his series on the Yaqui sorcerer Don Juan, is a

secret practice, too. The smile grounds me, and

small tormenter that we meet in our daily life and

teaches me to surrender.

cannot easily avoid. Depending on the depth of

An aspect of Satomi’s spiritual genius is

our intent, our petty tyrants can teach us valuable

reflected in her gratitude. Imagine the depth of

lessons about ourselves.

insight necessary to feel grateful to your petty

So what are the virtues of small sufferings? For

tyrants! Perhaps you yourself have been able

one, they are pointers. When your temper rises

to be grateful to a period of hardship in your

or your self-hatred appears, notice the trigger. Is

life, or even for a difficult childhood, because

your reaction based in truth or belief ? Does the

you know it taught you much. Gratitude softens

trigger stir up the tangle of a historical pattern?

the soul and melts the hard resistance we feel

Is it necessary for you to live within the confines

into golden joy. Satomi found this out when she

of this pattern, or are you ready to let it go?

practiced Mona Lisa’s smile.
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Shanti Arts Publishing

The Accidental Pilgrim
Finding God and His Mother in Tuscany
by

Judith S ornberger

An acclaimed poet and scholar recounts
her journey through faith in this beautiful
personal memoir.Visiting the churches
and museums of Italy, Sornberger gained
insights into the place of Mary, along with
other women, in a life of faith and service.
An intimate and generous spiritual
portrait . . . ~Alison Townsend

Sh a n t i A rt s P u bl i sh i n g

Rambles Into
sacRed Realms
Journeys in Pen & Paint
text and artwork by

Krish V. Krishnan

$48.00 softcover
ISBN: 978-1-941830-92-5
$ 29.95 print
ISBN: 978-1-941830-18-5
www.shantiarts.com | 207-837-5760
or your favorite bookseller
(online or otherwise)
digital edition available on Amazon,
iBooks, Google, and elsewhere

$75.00 hardcover Collector’s Edition
ISBN: 978-1-941830-13-0

www.shantiarts.com
207-837-5760
or your favorite bookseller
(online or otherwise)

Shanti Arts Publishing

www.shantiarts.com

Use discount code TAKEOFF20 for a 20% discount
on all purchases through December 31!
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Richard LeBlond
Photographer
R ichard L e B lond ’ s

working career centered on the natural
environment, retiring from the North Carolina Natural Heritage
Program in 2007. At various times, LeBlond also worked for
newspapers and a magazine as editor and columnist. Since his
retirement, he has been writing about life experiences and his travels
to Atlantic Canada and the western United States. • Photography has
been an important addition in LeBlond’s life. He sees himself as the
elderly version of the boy who picks up shiny rocks along the shore
and puts them in his pocket. LeBlond see things he likes and brings
them home; the camera is his pocket. • LeBlond did not attempt
to publicly display photographs until 2014. To date, he has had
a photograph published in the literary journal Critical Pass Review
(December 2014) and two photographs published in the premier
issue of the literary journal, Brain of Forgetting (January 2015). He
has also begun to publish essays, with works appearing in or accepted
by Montreal Review, South85, Cirque, Appalachia, and Weber — The
Contemporary West.

For several years now, I have headed north every summer from my home
in North Carolina to the island of Newfoundland in eastern Canada. A
botanist by trade, my initial interest was in natural phenomena. But over
time I fell in love with the numerous little fishing villages called outports.
• Historically, Newfoundland was the center of the western Atlantic cod
fishery. There was a time when dried cod was the currency, traded
by the fisherman for life’s necessities. But the Grand Banks’ fishery
crashed in the latter half of the twentieth century, and the people of
Newfoundland had to look inland to bolster their damaged economy. • A
heavily regulated near-shore fishery persists, and most outports have
at least a small flotilla of commercial boats. The natural setting of most
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Outports
I go to the
same places
again and
again . . . and
each time I
find a new
portfolio.

outports is beautiful, but so common it has almost no real estate value.
Waterfronts are so scenic it is as if they have art directors on the town
payroll to make sure boats and onshore buildings are picture-perfect.
The town of Trout River applied for a government grant to cover the
cost of paint so fishermen’s storage sheds could be prettified. Anyone
who has been to that town knows the grant was awarded. • I go to the
same places again and again, each time thinking I might have already
gathered all that is there. And each time I find a new portfolio.
richardleblond@charter.net
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This is an excerpt from the recently released book, “The Reluctant Artist: JOE RICE 1918-2011.” Joe Rice was
a high school art teacher, inventive artist, father of four children, and self-proclaimed “overeducated pauper.”
Rice lived his life in and around San Francisco, raising his children during the sixties and seventies—“a magical
place at a magical time”—with LSD, the music of Janis Joplin, and a VW Microbus on every corner. Rice’s story
is told by his daughter Dorothy Rice, who recounts tales of his lifelong commitment to art, his disquieting
tendency toward solitude, his unease with useless conversation, and his self-effacing manner and adherence to
humility as the highest virtue.

“The Reluctant Artist: JOE RICE 1918-2011” is available at shantiarts.com as well as other p-book and e-book retailers.

I

believed he had each of his daughters

the children we were and the adults we became. I

slotted from an early age, that he had

don’t know that having four children — our brother,

assigned us roles. We grew up hemmed

also Joe Rice, is the eldest — was anything he ever

within the constraints of those roles. Roxanne

wanted or counted among his accomplishments,

was good-natured, no great student but genial

if he even kept track of such things. Which is not to

as a “great galumphing Saint Bernard,” as my

say he wasn’t a good father and that he didn’t give

father once said. Younger sister Juliet, with her

us many of the things that matter most. He did.

violet eyes and long dark hair, was the beautiful

Quiet things. Small things.

one, a rival to Romeo’s fair Juliet, and in some

He built a playhouse for us under the big tree

indefinable way, fragile, cosseted, needing to

in the backyard. He constructed Halloween

be protected — or so I thought. I assumed the

costumes for us that were like no one else’s. I

role of the resentful ugly duckling, the prickly

was a can of orange soda one year: a sturdy,

one, quick to take offence, and too smart for my

cardboard

own good.

perfection, hung from my shoulders to below

cylinder,

painted

to

Pop

art

I don’t know how much of that actually came

my knees. Another year I was a bumblebee

from him. I inserted my own fears and insecurities

with handcrafted gossamer wings. He taught

into his silences, his cryptic observations, and

me to peel an orange in one continuous curling

bemused expressions. I chose to interpret every

ribbon, a skill that brings me pleasure to this

word, every shrug, as personal. What is true, I

day. He replicated one of Leonardo da Vinci’s

think, is that none of us really knew what he

flying machines out of toothpicks for my fifth

thought, whether he was proud or pleased with

grade report on the Renaissance. He let us

Dorothy Rice lives in Sacramento, California with her husband and the youngest of five children. She
holds an M.F.A. in creative writing from the University of California, Riverside and writes about art, family,
and other things. Her book The Reluctant Artist: JOE RICE 1918-2011, recently released by Shanti Arts
Publishing, tells the story of her father’s life.
• dorothyriceauthor.com
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Joe Rice, Girl on a Green Chair, 1960s.
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walk beside him to the hardware store or along

Dad’s skin did have a greenish cast that seemed

the beach, his stride loose and relaxed, arms

to intensify at times. I think. And he would

swinging, offering the occasional oblique smile

sometimes say, “I’m feeling a bit green around the

or observation. On Sunday nights, before we

gills.” It seems plausible that one of us girls might

got our first television, I watched Bonanza at the

have observed his skin was greenish and that he,

Jensen’s down the block; my father was always

being an artist, a painter, a man with a particular

there on the sidewalk at eight o’clock, waiting to

brand of humor, captured the suggestion on

see me safely home. He slipped Roxanne dimes

canvas. Regardless which came first, in a child’s

for a frozen juice bar or a fudgsicle from the

fabulist way, fed by mother’s anxious warnings

school cafeteria. It was their secret. In different

and my own inflated imagination, I came to

ways, at different times, he allowed each of us

believe in the existence of the Green Man, a

to imagine that we were connected, that we had

man who was transformed from a retiring, mild-

an understanding, that we saw things alike.

mannered father and schoolteacher into the
unfeeling alter ego of the painting.

When he wasn’t at work, Dad was most often

Like the labels I ascribed to my sisters — the

in the narrow, poorly lit basement that ran

smart one, the pretty one, the easy-going

the length of the house, tinkering, painting,

galumph — perhaps I conjured and embellished

building, and repairing things. He’d come up for

our father’s green persona. It may have been

dinner and then descend again until it was time

more palatable to attribute his seeming

for bedtime stories.

indifference, his perennial reserve, to something

While he was downstairs working or upstairs

biological that couldn’t be helped.

taking a nap, (he had the siesta habit, perhaps a

Years later, after their divorce, my mother

remnant from his childhood in the Philippines),

shared with me that he would sometimes go

Mother would put a tense finger to her lips and

for weeks, and once as long as six months,

admonish us to keep our voices down, to take

without speaking a word to her. She said she

off our shoes and walk softly on the hardwood

walked on eggshells to stay in his good graces

floor, or better yet to stay outside until she

and rarely knew what triggered his silence.

called us in. It was rare that he lost his temper,

Whether true or not, exaggerated or not, that

or perhaps only rare that he let it show, yet we

version of him meshed with my own childhood

tiptoed when she said we should.

recollections. He was a man of few words, a

With the passage of time, years of memories

man who chose his words carefully and used

compress into a layered collage. As a result, I

them sparingly, a man who could put an abrupt

can’t remember which came first: my belief that

end to any dinnertime conversation with the

my father turned green when he was mad, or the

admonishments, tersely pronounced: “children

appearance of the self-portrait I have always called

are to be seen and not heard,” and “if you don’t

The Green Man, a painting that shows his face as

have something nice to say, don’t say anything.”

waxy green, the color of children’s modeling clay,
his expression cold, and his eyes like black marbles.

During the latter half of the 1960s, when

It seems logical, somehow inevitable, that one

San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury became an

inspired the other, but I’ll never know which.

international hippie Mecca, my sister Roxanne
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Joe Rice, Queen, 1960s.
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was old enough to mingle with the runaways

to his classmates. Yet he had the capacity to blend

and college kids who flocked to the city. She

with his surroundings and seemed to belong at

went to legendary shows at the Fillmore and

the Art Institute as much as he did anywhere. He

the Avalon Ballroom and came home bleary

was self-effacing, his brief conversations evincing

eyed and sweet smelling. Psychedelic concert

an ironic edge that left the impression there was

fliers wallpapered her side of the bedroom.

more to him than he chose to reveal.

I was infinitely envious and pestered her until
she let me try pot.

I recall a particular trip to the Art Institute to
bring one of his canvasses home in our Dodge

I recall I didn’t “feel” anything. I don’t

van. The painting was large, with bold hard-

think I inhaled. It’s likely I didn’t know how.

edged blocks of color. As he lowered it from the

Nonetheless, I accompanied my sister and her

easel, a fellow student in huarache sandals and

friends on an urgent mission to the dime store

paint-spattered t-shirt watched.

for munchies, stumbling and giggling down
46th to Taraval. Catnip and baked banana

“Whoa,” he said, letting out a slow exhale.
“Very cool, Mr. Rice.”

peels — Donovan’s song Mellow Yellow was

“And how is it you know my name?” Dad said,

a big hit in 1966 — were more my speed.

with that bemused smile of his, as though life

Crafting a decent cigarette with either was

were full of small surprises. He rested a hand on

no easy feat, especially without papers, but at

top of my head.

twelve that wasn’t really the point.
During those years, our father attended

“Uh, there on the back, ‘J. Rice.’ That’s you,
right?”

classes at the San Francisco Art Institute,

“So it is,” my father said. “So it is.”

where I imagined he worked on his larger

The young student helped carry the painting to

canvasses, many of which I have no recollection

the van, which Dad had parked out on Chestnut,

of ever seeing in the San Francisco house. On

a street so steep a dropped ball would likely roll

weekends he would sometimes take my sisters

clear to the cable car tracks on Hyde, several

and me with him. Passing through the Art

blocks distant. They eased the painting into the

Institute’s baroque arch off Chestnut Street

back of the van. My father closed the double

and into the cloistered interior courtyard with

doors and extended his hand.

its Moorish tiled fountain, I gazed up at the bell

“See you around?” the young man said.

tower, rumored to be haunted by the restless

“Indeed,” my father said.

souls of frustrated artists, silhouetted against

I flushed with pride.

the gray San Francisco sky.
It was a magical place at a magical time.

During the Art Institute years, both when we lived

The school’s halls, work studios, and galleries

in San Francisco and then after the move across

were a riot of abstract art, paintings, installation

the Golden Gate Bridge to Marin, my father came

pieces, and ceramics, the students young and

into his own as an artist. I don’t know whether

shaggy headed. Marijuana smoke and rock

he would have agreed with that assessment.

music wafted in the halls. Joe Rice in his forties, a

Before he’d seemed so solitary, a private man

tenured teacher, father, and husband, often with

working in the isolation and obscurity of our dank

a daughter or two in tow, bore little resemblance

basement. By virtue of painting alongside others,
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Joe Rice, Juliet Reading, 1974.

he became part of an artistic environment that was
exciting, vibrant, and current.

in our constricted San Francisco row house. He
developed a signature style, a blend of hard-edge

These were the years when he experimented

and representational elements that work together

with hard edges, discordant images, shaped

to create images that are both alluring and distant,

and oversized canvasses, and bold colorful

strange and familiar. Now, looking back after over

nudes that dwarfed the walls and furnishings

forty years, my early impressions still hold.
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J a ckson Pollock and Grandma Moses
Someone brought up Pollock, the movie
with Ed Harris, and he said he thought
that Jackson Pollock was the greatest
American artist of the twentieth century,
but he said he also loved Grandma Moses,
so did that make him schizophrenic?
“Maybe,” I said, “but I don’t think so
because they were both primitive.” And
when you think about it, Jackson Pollock
was Grandma Moses with balls and booze.
And I bet that Grandma Moses had at least
one dream in which she splattered paint
all over her carpeting, then danced in
bare feet through the house. As for Pollock,
I see him rocking on the front porch,
his grandchildren on his knee. Don’t you?

— J. R. Solonche

J. R. Solonche is a four-time Pushcart Prize and Best of the Net nominee. His work has been published
in magazines, journals, and anthologies since the early 1970s. He is coauthor of Peach Girl: Poems for a
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